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SUMMARY
The seminar was attended and feed back was requested
- on useful contacts (see delegates list);
- sources of financial support for travel,
fact finding (Dti),
feasibility studies (Dti/DEG).
The seminar was apparently aimed at SME's and reflects the export for trade and
technological improvements. The target for environmental effects was aimed at the
reduction of excessive limits which required the latest technologies in favour of slightly
older but still workable technologies.
Thailand is a strong market for manufacturers of environmental control equipment but not
necessarily TFSD skills except that biotic monitoring and gaseous deposition could be still
worth exploring.
No emphasis was given to environmental monitoring per se only as reducing 'excessive
existing' conditions.
Biological monitoring was not discussed.
Hydrological aspects were not introduced as much of work was targeted at densely
populated areas, not the general country.
Some dispersal of resources or de-urbanisation to other centres, is under consideration.
Discussions on methods of approach were given but were primarily of relevance to
industrial firms.
Contacts and the correct choice of partners were important in Thailand, whereas in India
patience was still necessary and the careful selection of types of work and area for market
development could be advantageous.
Joint schemes amongst British groups were always considered to be advantageous. Do not
compete with other Brits - join them because marketing is so often excessively expensive
and laborious. Ongoing benefits or extensions of contracts could outweigh these initial
efforts.
The best areas for NERC-TFSD, seem to be in loss-leader training schemes by our
numerous specialists even if these are part funded at UK end; such schemes could produce
long lasting benefits outweighing many types of mission, sales or exhibitions.
Details of Bank funded projects are given but do not seem particularly appropriate to
commissions required by TFSD.
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SEMINAR PROGRAMME 

Chairman: David Killick, Director, Business Development, CDC
09.00 REGISTRATION
09.30 Welcome by CDC and DEG 

Dauid Killick, Director, Business Development, CDC
Paul Weise, Director, DEG
Technology Partnership Lnitiative 

Speaker Lyndon Edwards, Deputy Head of TPI Secretariat
Business Opportunities for Trade and Investment in the Field of  
Environmental Technology in Thailand 

Speaker Rainer Seegmuller, Consultant, ERM
*Present situation and historical trend
*Why the market is set to grow
Speaker: Dr Tim Silitington, SEATEC International Ltd, Bangkok
* Business opportunities
*Keys to success
Support to British Companies in Thailand 

Sreaker: Gordon Welsh, Export Promoter for Thailand, DTI
*Procedure and contacts to identify business opportunities and partners
*Incentives to investors
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Experience of a British Company in Thailand
Speaker Peter Williams, Divisional Director, South East Asia, Binnie & Partners [London]
Speaker: Anthony Eades, Group Development Manager, Dale Electric International [Birmingham]
Speaker To be decided [Glasgow]
11.05 COFFEE
Business Opportunities for Trade and Investment in the Field of  
Environmental Technology in India
Speaker: Rolf Eggersdorfer, Lahmeyer International
*Present situation and historical trend
*Why the market is set to grow
*Business opportunities
*Keys to success
Support to British Companies in India
Speaker Carolyn Stankiewicz, Export Promoter for India, DTI
*Procedure and contacts to identify business opportunities and partners
*Incentives to investors
Experience of a British Company in India
Speaker Peter Brunt, Managing Director, Advance Project Technology Ltd [Landon] [Birmingham]
Speaker To be decided [Glasgow]
Support to British Businesses by CDC and DEG
Speaker Paul Weise, Director, DEG
Speaker Helen Binns, Business Development, CDC
• What is on offer
*Terms and conditions of fmance
*Special programmes: EDP, IFCT
13.15 BUFFET LUNCH
There will be an opportunity for questions after each session
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Consulting engineers
METITO (UK) LTD
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MONTGOMERY WATSON
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MORGAN GRENFELL INTERNATIONAL
Project fmance
MOTT MACDONALD WATER SUPPLY AND
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Banking
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Co-sponsored by British
ledustcs- and scientific and train-
ing organisations, over 250 senior
businessmen and women attend-
ed :he Conference. Oyer half of
:hese Came &OM the rapidly
industrialising countries in the
!e,e!oping world.
, rnierethejiheretRE;:
Businesses
vertrochere face
new challenge
how to cope
with growing
demands to
:oleos the
nvironment.
Keynote speak-
ers from all
vet the world
ddressed the
s—onferenceon the environmental
challenges facing business; the
le of technology co-operation
om supplier and recipient per-
Th iectives; and the international
help and funding available.
These were lively and informative
ssions, with large numbers of
'legates wishing to speak.
Andrew Gaskin from Barbados
said afterwards "It was all very
ill organised, but more time
ould hzve been allocated in the
pienzity sessions for delegates par-
ticipation.'
A good point-, and Mr Gaskin
s not alone in making it, bur
t Conference also included 36
individual workshops covering
' different topia. This provided
more informal setting for 

discussion, with businessmen and
women able to to7lort for them-
selves different technological
approaches to familiar environ-
mental problems.
sift.tint
Come back in three ytars for
the answer. That is how loos the
Initiative has ro ran. But for now,
the answer must be yes. Tne Sim
throughout the Conference was to
bring together business
concerns and
expertzse
both devel-
oping End
developed
counties. This
was breaking
for many of
the companies
organising the
workshops and
in some
instances The
balance was
not quite right.
But overall, deleg tea were more
than satisfied. B itish and over-
seas business leaden went away
with a much clearer picrure of
technology co-operation; the
alue of partnership to both
partners; some of the challenges
and affordable technology to
meet them; and the conditions
for successful transfer of skills
and technology.
But most of all, there was
optimism about future
Ttat
partnerships. The Latin American
countries were so talen with t he
approach, they formed a La Tin
America Chapter to promote
co-operation. One delegate found
exactly the water technology he
had been set-king for a year,
another some ideas about
construction materials. Many
orners reported the start of
porentlally good business
relationships.
The Initiative is about making
baalreastS in developing couorrios
mcca profitaSle throuch info:ma-
:ion on management techniques Technologies
avoiloble in
the ISK. A
network of
contacts has
also been
established to
aimpiny the
transfer of
irformation to
and from
companies
about
problems and
solutions, lf in
doubt, the first point of contact is
the commercial section at the
British Embassy or High
Commission, or write to the TPI
Secretariat direct.
TN will also be expanding its
t'ssth,ass)SONE.2
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ccmpanies.
TawEll also
:0 Meet
^wing
nmen:al pressures. Is is
sponsored by the British
Government, Sur is essentially a
business-to-business ir:Ziative.
Crris Yarnell, head of the TN
Secretariat, was emphatic: "Let
us St clear. This is about hard-
nosed commercial self-interest,
for companies in developing
countries, but also for UK
camoanies.Technology co-otion,
if it is properly handled, Means
both sides win."
/di iidi!dslishel:.:
CddinHudSein;Ea:had:is
Melegzeiesaststrie'tr llelSnofereee''
In future, TP1 News will
provide information on new
developments and activities.
There will be special features on
environmental problems and . 171yam fa maid iniciqg
business solutions, and regular
advice on best practice and on
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network and working with
others. During che Conference,
Peruvian delegate Luis Vega
suggested thin the Peruvian •
Sociedad Nacional De Industrias .
be included in the network. They-
-a a are now Membeis... Uruguay: •
delegate. Walter, Btrinheisaid that . •
- he would be distributing TPI .
,•• information. so- dx 1,000.
:• companieS in Uniguay. through -
the Chamber.of 'Industries. And -
since the Conference, the Centre
of Environmental Technology in
Hong Kong has been invited to•
join TN. Also, the Prince of
- Wales Business Leaders. Fonun,
an international organisation set
up to encourage em-itonmental
awareness in rhe business corn-
Er more than 40 years :he
Commonwealth Development
Corpotation (CDC) has been
delivering technology, 	
management and millions of
pounds in capital to developing
countries throughout the Third
World.
CDC is Britain's official
finance institution for bilateral
development and a member of
the TPI network. By providing
long-term loans and risk api-
to!, it hai helped TO develop a
wide variety of investment pro-
jects, from tea estates and
shrimp-farming, to telecommu-
nications and electricity
generation. By the end of 1992,
CDC had £1.5bn (US $2.25bn)
invested in 316 projects in 48
countries.
CDC Is firmly committed
to promoting private-sector
investment, in the developing
world. Its target is ro secure
three-quarters of all new invest-
menu — currently running
at over 5:175m (US $260m)
per annum — in private-sector
projects.
. CDC has been particularly
active in the telecommunicatiOns
field, often in conjunction with
state.run venrures but also with
the private sector. The 1992
Millicom - --agreeMent 'alone saw-  
an investment of 81.6m towards
expanding Ghana's private cel-
lular telephone nerwork. CDC
is also participating with Cable
rnuniry, has approached the TPI__
about working together. TPI will
be working on more ventures of
this kind. lE will also be
promoting or participating in key
seminars of direct interest to
developing country businesses
(those in India and Latin America
are featured in this newsletter)
and is establishing close working
links with international organis-
ations in the field, such as LINE?,
the lEA and OECD.
The TPI is about getting
things moving and helping
business in developing countries
ro grow and meet the new
environmental challenge.
The Ctn.:ire:ye Repo-, re.,t,
cew( r.tri re or:aired by coy/acing
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and Wireless in an extensive
reorganisation of Jamaica's
privatised -«1---mmunications
sYstem. A E310.000 loan for
modernisation and expansion in
Ecuador will mean 190,000 new
telephone lines — a network
increase of 55 per cent.
Elecsiciry generation also
features prominently in CDC's
activities. Barbados is one of
several Caribbean islands where it
has helped to modernise rhe
local power system. CDC has
also funded British contrac-
tors to upgrade the Electricity
Coaporation of Ghana's trans-
mission system, while its loan
to the Calcutta Electricity Supply
CorPoration (one orrwo private
electric companies in India)
will finance the construction
of a 500MW thermal-power
station. This will employ UK-
manufactured turbines._.
Perhaps CDC's most useful
function is to bridge the invest-
ment sop while Third World
governments transfer ownership
of state corporations into private
hands. ln Zambia, CDC is
involved in a number of ventures
which make up the government's
privatisation
programme. In
this and other
countries, it is
discussing posi-
tive ways of
panicipuing in
the privatisa-
tion process.
But privatisa-
tion means
miore than just
transferring
ownership.
New capital
injections are
r.eaded to mod-
ernise plants
and processes,
to provide new
new stock, and e'en
new roads and infrastructure.
CDC is always looking to
tnyest in new projects. Recently it
punted considerable loans to
Thailand as pert of ifs extensive
involvement in schemes through-
out Asia. These have helped to
support a number of industrial
projec:s, including a modern Thai
printing factory which produces
telephone directories, school text-
books and other materials for
domestic and erpon markets.
In Zimbabwe, CDC has
recently increased its commitment
to the industrial sector through a
loan to Circle Cement (a sub-
sidiary of the UK's B/ue Circle
Group) for refurbishing their
Harare plant. It has also given
financial backing to the ongoing
construction of Zirnchem's tar and
benzol refinery at Redcliff.
CIX has long realised that,
as well as backing large under-
takings, there is a vital need to
support small- and medium-sized 

businesses. In more than 20 coun-
tries it has provided finance for
venture funds and development
banks, who in turn fund local
entrepreneurs.
CDC will invest between
£500,000 and €.30m in a busi-
ness, but does nor normally
finance more than 35 per Cent of
the total project
costs. Is lends
in UK sterling
and US dollars,
znd prefers
equity invest-
ments to be less
than 20 per rent.
On occasion,
CDC takes a
controlling
interest, in
which case it
provides
Menage:tent
expertise.
fixed and based
on long-term
pias a maruin cc:let:Its country
and mari:e: risk. Grace and repay-
ment terms are determined by
:he cash-flow of each business.
CDC expects all its invest-
ments to adhere to the relevant
enviionr.....aal and social legisla-
tion of :he hest country. It also
takes account of any applicabie
UK, EC or World Bank
environmental saanclardsand will
not sanction any sig ni fi cant
departure from such guidelines.
CDC has IS overseas offices,
with a representative in each
ready ro give advice to any com-
pany considering investment.
Recently, CDC has opened a
new office in Nigeria, where
activity has included a 81.9m
loan to pan-finance the estab-
lishment of a cocoa-processing
factory in Ondo Town, Ondo
State. The plant is owned by
Cadbury Nigeria plc.
For more information, busi-
nesses in the developing countries
in which CDC operates should
contact CDC direct, or the TP/
Secretariat, The CDC London
office is at 1 Bessborough
Gardens, London SW1V 23Q.
Tel: « « 44 71 828 6505. A copy
of CDC's annual report can be
obtained by applying to the
Corporate Relations Department
in London. CDC has also pub-
lished its first Development
Report outlining its role, impart
and the criteria under which it
operates. It also includes panicu-
kr studies of CDC's work in
Ghana, Jamaica and Thailand.
This can be obtained from the
same address as the report.
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the TP1 has e5t.29iS-hs-1/43:2modem lir* ith UNEP's International Cleaner
: Product on Clearihg Hiduse(ICPIC), which is housed in Paris.
The sys em provides easy access to cleaner-production information
held in UXEP. It assists by:
estabfishine ptclects and programmes within you: company.
Central and lord authorities may also use the system to establish
nat ionwide and provincial projects and programmes;
identifying technical process options to make products and
their production cleaner;
saving money by showine you how to reeuce your w,re and
:educe •
identifying uproming events, conferences, training sessions,
seminars and workshops;
locating documents End cleaner-producrion experts.
ICPIC is available to anyone with access to a computer, a modem and
telephone line. For fumber information, contact Ms Genera Clark at
:he following address:
United Nations Environment Programme
Industry end Environment Programme Activity Centre
Tour Mirabeau
39-13 Quai Andr6 Citroen
75759 PARIS, CEDEX 15
FRANCE
Tel 1 44 5.4 14 20
Fax • ss 1 44 37 14 74
. As part of the Technolocy
Partnership Initiative, the UK
Go'vernment, in collaboration
with a number of leading British
firms, is offering selected
individuals a unique opportunity
to receive free practical training
in the UK.
The 'hands-on training'
schemetakesyou into the beam of
a top British firm, where you will
experience at first hand sonle of
the best technology, production
methods and management skills
which are available in the UK.
A challenging training pro-
gramme will be devised by the
host company. This will be
tailored as closely as possible
ro your specific needs and
interests and will offer you
exposure not only :o :he
capabilities of :har company bur
also its industrial sector.
We will provide you with
support before and throughout
your stay in the UK. For
example, while a knowledge of
Enclish is an advantage, R is not
essetuid. Prestrainins tuition can
be arranged in your own country
or through short-term interpreter
services provided here. Support
for welfare and administrative
amangernents, like visa applica-
tions, is also available. All eligible
costs, such as air-fares, accommo-
dation, subsistence and medical
insurance will be shared equally
between the UK Government
and the host company.
At present there are 10 TPI
places to be tilled on the scheme.
We ea currently seeking suitable
candidates to take up these and
other places in the future.
Successful candidates will be key
decision-makers, able to maximise
the bentins of their stay in the
UK to influence change in :heir
own organisations, and, as
appropriate, in their wider
business communities. They will
have a proven mak record in their
chosen fields. They wiil also need
dl the necessaryarribunn to meet
the challenge of a demanding
period of Jeannineand to translate
this into action on their return.
It is important for the success
of :he scheme that we are able to
ask:s ita v.doe to pdmic:paats, not
only in ze=s of enhancing :heir
cwn professional experience, bur
also the wittier benefits for their
oreanisation and business
communities . We will therefore
be asking eachsuccessfulcandidate
for initial reactions to the worth of
:he scheme: what the) have
learned from it and what plans
:hey have t-or putting this new
knowledoe into practice. We will
follow up after six months or so :o
see what progress has been made.
If you •uk-k the :raining on
offer Is right ror you, or wooed
iike ro nominate someone else for
a place, then we want to bear
from you. Please send an up-to-
dare CV to the TPI Secretariat
(address on page 4), together with
an indication of the areas where
you feel training would be most
appropriate for you and your
ofganisation. ne Sec:Ca:ILI sill
match your skills and needs a
closely as possible with a suitable
British firm. We regret, however,
that places are limited.
t1K.sigosiolitoGeopTIE:
funhel information-onGreepTIE
4-401)4‘-595720:;:in
2.E,;'4.4(31)46;510-389::::
There is a vast amount of information available from a bewildering
number of sources on the rubjece of technologies and praccice which can
helP reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Now GreenTIE (the Greenhouse
Gas Technology Exchange) is being piloted by the MA and the OECD
to give interested users streamlined access to this information.
GreenTIE will guide users to the most usehal information available.: :r
on these technologies end practices in thexhortest time. It is hoped :. -
sources will include multilateral, national and private-sedtor dar-becs 7
and technologyinformation centres. Information will be provided on the
technical coverage and sen.ices provided by these database ...ndcentres,
a well as their location, costs of access and contiet points.
The UK, together with 10 other IE.A.CECD member-countries will
provide financial backing for GreenT1E's initial two:year develop-
mental phase. Other countries are considering joining the project at
later stage.
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Two problems had to Be over-
come:
The tendency of the trivalent
chromium to oxidise to
hexavalant at the anode. This
was overcome Ey using a
membrane which had been
developed for the mercury-ffee
electrolysis of brine.
The low rate of deposition at
the cathode due to the kinetics
of the reaction. This was over-
come by in-house detelopment
of organic additives. These
modify the reaction and give
a performance superior to the
traditional process.
Advantages
A much safer working
environment.
Reduceddischargesoftoxic
heravalent chromium, -
typicallyfrom80pprntoless
than 3 ppm oftrivalent
chromium in the firal effluent.
Quality is improved because
the plating is more uniform.
- This also saves chromium -
and allows more articles to
be plated in the same bath.
Only half as much electricity
is required to deposit the
same quantiry of chromium.
Canning has been the leading
supplier to the UK electroplating
industry since 1860. With 350
employees, it has an established
home and export business.
EconomicBenefits' • "--J
For g new plant, savings-a_ trot she aseoi smaller baths' na. -
achies:e the sime'productio'd nye an4 frbm reduced ex?ta-,clir-dreod
effluent cleari:ups: Where di-ere is a premium on qualIty; or
hexavalant chtomiarn is-not pHt-ined; saviriggth much higher. -,
Thd eraiMPle below: is for a new' elegiropkating and associated
efilluenedreatment plant to produce three.milliorinickel and
chromium-plated water fittidgs-per year, ; I
. „
• .
Example • TladingTechrology • CleanTechnology
Plaringplant E135,0(ID
Ethitglitplant 52TED
TheCapitalsavingsate23Lye, With2reduciionropera:0CCosiito he
*NIL
Electroplating began soon
afret the necessary foundations
had been laid by the discovery of
the voltaic cell and Faraday's laws
of electrolysis. Chromium plat-
ing gives decorative finishes and
resistance to both wear and cor-
rosion. In the past, good-quality
plating required the usc of a high
concentration of toxic hexasalent
chromium ions.
!peateam*
The company has introduced
an electrolyte with a much lower
concentration of the less toxic
trivalent chrothium ion.
. bdusuy
0:peating.i,f;,yttraing_EL
CettaCC ii,(1112.111
ManagingDirect:Li
;Ieleplaseol-ti +4 *--862C;c:
Frice the TPI Conference in
Birmingham, the Chapter has
been lotsy working with the DTI
to fl .d ways of promoting tech-
nol gy partnership 2t a
batk essdo-business level in Latin
Am -ica. Its chairman, Marcello
Decoud, argues that businesses
in :be Continent need to become
=or aware of the growing envi-
rormemal pressures facine them
and how to handle these pres-
sure Hence he is focusing the
Chapter's activities in this area.
The Chapter, working with
Ator:scion Petroquimica
Lidnoamericana, is organising a
 of seminars which will look
at how and why businesses need
to irnislement good envirunmc-n-
tai management practices as part
of their commercial activities.
.177:first seminar rook place in
Bsehos Aires in August, with
financial backing from the British
Government and local industry.
The level of interest amongst the
!oral business community had
been encouraging and all the
places were taken up. In addi-
tion, President Nfenem v as
represented at the seminar by
Senor Enrique Kaplan, Under
St-ors-toryfor National Resource's
and the Environment.
The Buenos Aires seminar's
ob(ective was to provide a pre-
cirely ta-gezed, influential group
of decision-makers (on this occa-
sion predominantly from the oil
and gas sector) with a broad
overoiew on the introduction lo
environmental assessment and
current legislative and adminis-
trative requirements. This
overview was followed by a num-
ber of case studies focusing on
water, energy, the chemical .
industry End the petrochemical
industry. These areas had been
highlighted by the Chapter as
being particularly crucial for
meeting local demand, and the
studies offered examples of that
British companies are doing in
'these sectors. On the final day,
the seminar addressed the area of'
corporate environmental man-
agement and the future directions
and trends of EIA.
. The Chapter esked Aberdeen..
University's Centre for
Environmental Management and
Planning (CEMP) to run the
Seminar. CEMP were delighted
to have this opportunity to build
on the contacts they established
during the Global Technology
Partnership Conference. The
Centre brought together a team
headed up by Brian Clark. He is
an internationally renowned
expert on environmental assess-
ment and management, with 22
years' experience in the field. The
other principal speakers were
Professor Larry Canter of
the University of Oklahoma,
Dr Joseph Morris of Silsoe
College, Bedfordshire, and Mr
Oliver . Brandon of AURIS
Environmental.
The next edition of this
newsletter will carry a further
report, but if you want to know
more before then, or would like
information on the other
seminars in the pro:Ir.—me (the
next one is in C.aracts) then please
contact the TPI Secretariat.
ET'94
Running concurrently with
the Technology Partnership
Initiative Conference was the
Environmental Technology
Exhibition (ET .93), organised
by Reed Exhibitions. ET '93 saw
the largest display of enviromen-
sal technology and services ever
seen in the UK, with over 250
companies on hand so provide
UK industry with the latest
technological solutions and advice
on such matters as air pollution
control, water and effluent
treatment, waste disposal, land
remediation, clean-up and
recycling. Over 8,800 visitors
attended the exhibition this year.
ET '94 will take place again
from 22-24 March 1994 at the
National Exhibition Centre in
Birmingham. If you would like
further information, or free tick-
ets to visit this event (which
promises even more exhibitors),
please contact the DI/ Secretariat .
(regrettably TP1 cannot assist
with travel Or aCCOITITICIdas10n)
or call Julie Dauncey at Reed
Exhibitions on + + 44 81-948
9826.
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, FEL waS (of:Med 1967 ED
supply she new primed circuit.
industry:with the automated,
etching machines necelsary for.
,	 lazgelscale production,. They now T.:
eMploY a-staffof .55 in the UK, :
0.-port through agencies to many "
—coUritrie rhroUghout worldt'
2nd !lava a subsidiary In the-
Federal Getman Republic. They
are also setting up a company in
In the manufacrnue of printed
circuits, the unwanted CO;Uttfoil
is etched away by an acid solution
of cupric chloride. As the copper
dissolves, the effectiveness of thi s.
solution progressively falls end
it must be resent:a:ed. The
traditional way of doing this is to
oxidise the c-uprous ion produced,
with acidified hydrogen peroxide.
The volume of solution, however,
increa.sessteadily and the surplus
liquor must be sorted. The copper
in the surplus liquor is
precipitated as copper oxide in
small quantities of little value,
and goes to landfill.
analtntbmitnii 1;1
The original proposal for
recovering copper using elec-
trolysis came from the Electriciry
Research Council. A PVC-based
membrane allows the passage of
hydrogen and chloride ions, but
not the capper. The copper is
transferred to the cathode and
recovered as-Pure flakes. '
the recovery circuit.
The development of a suitable
PVC material End the process
change by which the excess
etchant was pumped directly to
infirtky:
- Ii.--,KtRithisingia.15;,711;17;g:
Ell*E*125e514
lintflobiiii Ina:17;i1E:c721e11-
- Y-757.74%1342Eii, 0441Niu
1-- -. :7,44.feki,b;n7F;4425487( $
-::...-i.11:4:•=4k1:;;:111,41:effik=1:1-27;71„-:fr
Advantages
- ,-1t. • The quality o t e prime z.
:--1,-...arcuit.boards is Improyed.-,.:.
Disposalciais ere virrually;f.
The etching it:114;Onif
maintained at its optimum- --
-. • Copper is recovered in a
high-value form.
.7 .7_ *There are no hazardaus
chemicals to be ka:ndled:
. .
RE-fierat
Enablingteeknologv_
ConkderationfIndian
Industriesworkswith
BritishHighCommission
toorganiseenvironmental
seminars
Since his return from the
Birmingham Conference, Mr
Nyati of the Confederation of
Indian Industries (C11)has been
advising the British High
Commission in New Dehli on -
how the rin can be used in India
to address Sortie of thi Major t
enviioninenial problims Caused
by indastrial growth; p -
, The argue Old rairielpOp71311:.33
ulatioxi grOwlk,urbanisarion:1
induitrialisatiori and econonic3
- growth have caused seriOus pol-1 :
_ .
lution problems in The:.
. statistics suppert
tonnes of particulata; 1 million
tonnes of 9 .,:bon monoxide; 0.5
million tonnes of nitrogen; and'
az million tonnel of hydrocar-
bonk, beside a host of other (solid
Eionomic
11 itilye.aiwT
Costsaving: .. ,
if:veintar:
PC)bck. 2ye2rs:.,..,
and liquid) toxic substances, are
generated each year.
This has led to major envi-
ronmental problems, ranging
from air pollution to waste utili-
sation, and from water treatment
to hazardous-waste management
in some of /ndies major indus-
tiial cities. And the CH has
asked the Tin to hold e series of -
seminirs'on the technical end - -
-manigemeni ikills; plinking,
training and probleric:-solving;y-
need-ed to tackle these problems.
. The next newsletter.. will
report back on the arrangements_
for the saminars and let you knoiv
where they are being held: In
the meantime, if you want to find "
out More, then Co:nail the TPI
Secretariat.- -
'
- • •
". ,.• .
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TheAmerGrouproducesabout16percernfallcarsbuiltinBritainItis
theUKmotorindustr)slargesrmanufacturerndhlggestexporter,sellingits,
. aidesinnomarkets1\xuldwideItsannualalesareSSonhf 00m,viith
exporisaccountingformer£1,00m:y- . _
•
. TheGronp'slargestfattoryISatLongbndrienrdBIlntriLly411 Tthere •
Amer200Rmer400Me.troMinsandHondaCONE110ryld: ,
asiernbled.Theplantalsoproducesngines,rransrr:l.ssiCirdc: r;r , s ••
Viselalio*Sev
To demonstrate the cost and
energy savings which can be
achieved, without si enificanr
Economicbenefits
Potentialusers:
tpur*Rolar
The site energy team com-
prised 15 core members, each
one a specialist in their
depa-rment, while others were
ream was briefed on the pro-
;dims were then formulated
on hew to achieve them.
It was realised early on
bat . o ccess d ependedon
.•
-as produced 1or -II employees
on the site. This gave information
and ad,•ice on energy consump-
tion at Longbridge, as welt es on
domestic energy-saving. A poster
Cor,tp:titson was rdn and weekly
reports given to stair on their
progaess towards achieving
energy-saving targets.
Many members of :he team
formed small working groups
vanhin their own departments to
carry cut regular 'housekeeping'
audits and produce new creep) -
cdi ciency proposals In the
meantime, Rover made a corpo-
rate commitment to energy
invcsrment cost, by a manage-
ment-led appacach :o raising straA
mart :less oleo:troy earaiency.
±7,200(1992prices)
kr new:it:terando:ht-r
promotlonal
activities
OverLin inSix
(11011Shs
lab*
For monitoring purposes,
energy use was related to total
clocked hours, using mco ing
annual totals. It was found that
previous to the awareness pro-
gramme, there was little
relationship between variations
in energy use :nd production.
This picture was transformed,
largely due to the identification of
energy-consuming items which
were left running regardless of
production acrivity.
Most departments intro-
duced simple weekly
housekeeping audits,
result:re in significant
savines. Unnecessary
lighting and heating, the
non-paoductive rdnning of
machrner., and compressed
air leaks were all identi-
fied as the main areas of
waste.
-41:au.Siessuminu -
In June 1991 Rover Group
stamed a new energy costs-saving
programme at i:s Lonahridge
site. The aim was ro save the
company Elm by raising
employee awareness. This was
achieved by:
the formarion of a.sire
energy group;
a publicity campaign;
a competition;
performance-reporting
against targets; and
using existing means of
communication.
A site energy team represent-
ing every business coca was set
up, which included engineering
and energy specialists. A six-page
energy newsletter was then cir-
culated to 16,000 Longbridge
employees. The programme did
nor require any additional man-
power or result in any lost
production. The savings came
with improved energy 'house-
keeping', the rescheduling of
operations, meeting controls and
minor modifications to processm.
Hostorgenisation
Rover Group Ltd
PO Box 41
Longbridge
Birmingham 531 2T3
Monitoringorganisation
The John Pooley Consultancy
6 Waterside Close
Hartlebury
Worcesrershire Dyll 7TS
Energymanagementat
lonaridge
The energy-saving project was
just one of a number of initia-
tives at Ldngbridge designed to
eliminate waste and improve
manufacture COM per car to 'Best
in Class'. Improved energy effi-
ciency p.rovided an obvious focus.
The progmdsme began in June
1991, with the aim of reaching
its target by the end of that
year. 

enlciency and adopted an ohlcial
energy policy.
The introduction of Total
CZ:alit). Management saw Lhe site
ream change its name to the
Energy Reduction Quality
Action Team. It continues to
operate to this day, ensuring
existing savings are maintained
and new ones identified.
AM= ThArnratvpreslial
Is
Therre wre a number of
respcnsiEle factorsfor the
pr eramme's success. The main
ones were:
director-level
commitment;
linking with business
objectives;
simple measures of
performance;
clear targets;
wide distribution of
information; and
on.going commitment.
CommentsfromRover
Group,Longbridge
The Rover Group has actively
pursued energy efficiency for a
number of yeam. In the past 10
years the energy costs of car
poducrlas hasEihm by 60per MIL
The company also has a rigorous
environmental policy which covers
both its products and facilities.
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The Bath Snmit in Rio was
not just fine words: it till have a
direct and tanpible impact on
businesses ever)m,here —large or
small. And like any chii in busi-
ness conditions, ITis those who
are prepared who will be betzer
able to seiwite and rapi:clire on
the changes.
The Sur mit and irs follow-
up will continually push
environmental issues to :he fore-
front of national and in:emational
priorities. This will lead to
increasing regulation on business
and industry in developing and
developed countries. It will
include controls on emissions,
waste disposal, use of energy and
raw materials, health and safety and many other area. But
there will be other pressures too: from consumers who are
increasingly environmentally aware; from corporate customers
required TOdemonstrate environmental concern through
the supply chain; from investors, financial institutions and
insurers anxious about the risks; and from local government,
communities and other interest groups.
It is not all bad news for business. Sound environmental
management can reduce costs throughilower raw material
inputs, waste-minimisation or possibly recycling or the recov-
ery and sale of by-products. And it can imp:one competitive
advantage through sector- or product-leadership and increased
marketing potential and image. In addition, companies can
reduce their expose:4-eto legal liability and %rare pollution
clean-up costs. This was certainly the experience of Dyvell
Litnited.
Env:tom-nen:al management
means controlling, in a systematic
the environmental impact
:ne. company's aflith its. This
'Iowta company to contain
the ats to its business and
exploit :he opportunities. Any
wefl-run company routinely
reviews the stare of the market,
sets ta-gets for success and reports
.... .elly, and often externally,
on the achievernent of :hese tar-
gets. Manacing environmental
pssermance requires many of the
same skills, but because environ-
mensal performance is integral
to economic performance, it needs
to be examined and managed
evt-L:1 other factors of produc-
tion. These include operating
costs, product development,
transportation costs and over-
heads.
!aloft,Wimbledon(London)—
companywhichusestoxic
chemicah—isafirmbelieverin
theb!nelitSofenvironmental
mthigementTheywerepleased
tc.psticipiteintheBS7750:
pllmStlitthe.
TheroMpinyhasSiircessitil-
. lyiedthedthecthiofthchdrirm::
ofcheMicalttied6o1nif.27io
Andit diel:Mitiintitht
_itrlueedsolventronient
drtimOhm94jier:thorto't
jtht4greicenc",,,,ct„:,i.f.
Hi.r.:•MznagingDirieronRiCh7artf:.-J
Hill convincedtheit"thVings:,
--voilenothivebeeipossibli
yithoothefull6-Operatic;of
,-alltheiorkforEe;ind
ectivetraining
Stributed
An environmental manage-
ment system is an essential tool
for achieving this. Unlike other
company policies, which can be
imposed from the top, environ-
mental management reL;LI:Tes
the active co-operation of
all employees. The) are often
willing and able to tdenti:
wasteful use of resources, Su(dSest
improved production or handling
techniques, and take responsibil-
ity for better working practices.
In contrast, careless release of
pollutants into the environment
by a production orker can
exTosea company to fines,clean-up
costs, and reduce sales because of
public disapproval. A successful
environmental management
system must therefore seek :o
ins:il a sense of environmental
awareness and responsibility into
all its employees.
Implementinga
environmental
managementsys em
Monica Hale, an environmen-
tal specialist, sees four stages in
the implementation of an envi-
ronmental management system:
Undertake an
environmental review;
Establish an environmental
policy;
Develop a strategy;
Audit, monitor progress
and review policy.
Undertaking an environmental
review. Find out what must be
controlled. Carry our an internal
environmental audit to identify
the existing environmental
impact of, the business. This ;s
used as a means of identifying
areas for improvement and as a
baseline against which to
measure progress. You will nerd
to look at: compliance with
' Drell,Siddrup m, is specialistcopanyproviding:
completedisposalserviceto allproducersofclinicalwaste.
WorkinginS1.152Zenvironmentallysensitive2M,its
- managementinskeentominimisetheirimpactonthe
Thecompnyintroducedawater-recyclrogschemewhich-
meatthatcoolingraterzrtheindoerzufgV2.3nolonger_
dischargedro rainThetengiany'senvironmentaleffeas _
havebeenreduced,withopeatingcosadownby£10,000a
year.Drellsetthisasjustdiesum.
_ .
..•
environmerital
markoement
InirOdtictidm
:Her r:hic.rbr.;4,
p.our.:1,1,"kill:i
;9901;1ke
Gum:ve
P:eildent,
RessiicesIns:ir,:;e
UK'scontributiont environmental
Management
The United Kingdom Government is strongly encouraging all
organisations to adopt positive environmental management: ro
set themselves clear environmental policies, objectives and targets;
and establish management arrangements to meet these and
monitor prosress.
UK business is responding to this challenge by adopting new
management, technology and training techniques. These improve-
ments have taken place through all levels of business.
ann alsos ee_WastigimineflinnadD
Irani andMay'sintroductiontoBS7750
Es,ant and Ma) Ltd, Britain's solo matchmaking company,
s part of the Procordia Group of Sweden_ It has a so-6ng envi-
ronmental stance and is actively developing environmental
management systems rESIS) across its operations. The compa-
ny was 2 natural choice to participate in the BSI resting of the
new standard 557750, which is compatible with the EMAS
(ECO-AUDIT) regulations.
Beneirs
Bryant and May have demonstrated the ben e:7as of
environmental aW.:tenets in the development of their
environmentally friendlier matches, launched in the UK
in 1992:
Environmental
The environmentally friendlier matches include a new
chemical formulation to eliminate sulphur, zinc and other
environmentally harmful ingredients. This has been allied
with the use of 100 per cent recycled material for matchboxes
and all packaging.
Financial
As a result, appreciable savings have been realised in the cost
of raw materials and in waste management.
Bryant and May are confident the 1357750 standards give
strati-hate to managing emironmental issues within business and
art a measure of the environmental probity that purdhasers may
expect from such companies.
Whatnext?
This feature can do no more than give you a feel for how envi-
ronmental management can help you run your business: the extra
control it offers }ou met your company's activities and their impact
on the environment, and the potential savings you can make on your
company% running-costs andJesources. Like any good business tool,
you have to pur some effort in learning how to use it. In addition
to information on training courses run in the United Kingdom, this
feature includes details on useful publications chat will help you
decide on the best way of introducing an environmental management
system which suits your business needs.
. _
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legislation and standards; product
design and manufacture; materi-
als 2nd supplies; enersy and
transport; water; and waste and
hazard management. There could
well be other areas roo.
Establishing zn environmen-
tal policy. In the light of the
review you must make a com-
mitment to tackling ens iron-
mental issues. This can be done by
meetings with all key staff to iden-
tify the issues the organisation
needs to tackle:You will then need
to draw up a general environmen-
tal statement and framework to
guide company policy.
Developing a strategy. The
review will reveal the areasof risk
and potential gain which will be
embodied in the policy. Prioritise
measures and set targets: many
companies End that there 2re a
surprising number of 'no-cose
actions or those which achieve
pay-back in less than 12 months.
Bur :he process may well span a
number of years, involving
planned expenditure on new
equipment, introducing new o-
Britain leads the world in :he
development of a standard for
environmental management
systems. The British Standard
BS77.50 has been fully piloted
and is currently being enhanced
to be applicable to any organisa-
tion, large or small. It specifies
the elements of an environmental
management system and is com-
plementary to :he international
quality standard ISO 9000 and
European standard CEN 2900 In
its focus on management systems,
specific procedures ro sec envi-
ronmental policies, targets and
compliance.
The use of BS7750 is volun-
tary: However, as with ISO
9000ICEN 2900, businesses in the
future may require their suppliers,
whether national or international,
Britain can also help with
environmental management
training. The key to successful
implementation of environmen-
tal managiment is adequate and
appropriate training for all staff,
from senior management to the
shop floor. The UK's lead in
the development of environ-
mental management systems
means a high In•el of expertise in
cedures and the training of staff.
On average, 70—S0per cent of the
measures taken to implement the
system will be organisational, the
remainder being technological.
Audit, monitor progress and
review policy. Maintain con-
trol. The introduction of 2n
environmental management sys-
tem is not a one-oft-exercise. It is
necessary to monitor progress in a
planned and scheduled way to
ensure the continuing effectise-
ness of the system.. Systematic
audits and reviews also sens to
identi5- new areas for improve-
ment. Environmental legislation
and controls ate certain to mean
more stringent requirements for
the Inresteable nircne, so it makes
good bustness sensefor companies
ro review and prepare in advance,
rather than have change forced
upon them. A company may also
consider maktng a public report
on its overall environmental per-
formance —pressures to do so will
inevitably increase wsth tjthe.
This is increasingly the case in
the United Kingdom.
to conform to recognised envi-
ronmental standards
And as with ISO 9000 CEN
2900, which adopted :he British
quality management standard, the
international community is cuoneedy
looking at the Brithh environmental
management standud lf you are
interested in knowing more about
557750, then why not comact
BSI
LInfordWcal
MiltonKeyns
MKI461.E _
. orobtnin£ CONof
BS?750 —Emir6innenta,
ManigementSpitems
this area has already been
developed. Training, education,
and consultancy services to busi-
ness are readily available.
A list of companie( and
organisations in the United
Kingdom that provide training
in environmental management
for business people is featured in
this article.
Astandardforenvkonmentalm nagementsys em
_ .Environmentalmanagementtraining
_ 

eiwirdhinental-coursesarid--kminars-ciT.i..
amid linagemellifilgulmmEtnt-TASSOMS
Brunel Universiry, Uxbridge, Middx UBS 3PI-1
Telephone: (0595) 256461 Fast (0595) - S11757
Life Cycle Assessment: Hands.on
Three-dry course, 13-15 October 1993, 9-11 March and 6-S July
1994, £525 one day, £9255 days.
Theory ands hands-on trai-I-g using LCA database and software.
Environmental Markering
Three-day CC/arse,I 0-11 Februant and 19-20 May 1994, 4495.
Best practice and concepts in marketing and product-development.
Eco-Manacement Systems and Environmental Audit
Two-day course, 25-26 November 199$, 21-222amcary and
21-22 April 1994, 4550.
Clarifies the lutes and examines dinkr,nt appro:,ches, including
357750 and :he EC Eco-Manacement Regula:ion. Cos:s,
benefits, latest developments.
Environmental Purchasing Policies - Working W'i:h Suppliers
One-day course, 27 September 1993 and March 1994. £295.
Environmental policy-making and procedures for comcrire
pc:chasing. Best practice and Currellt :rends.
Environmental & 'Green' Market Research
Two-day seminar, 9-10 December 1993 and 17.1S May 1994, 4495.
Update for researchers and client professionals on research
findincs, techniques and messages for the mid-90s.
Environmental Audit: Hands-on
Five-day course, 15-19 November 1993, 14-1S Febacary 1994
and 20.24 June 1994, 41,325.
Practical hands-on en, ironmenral audit training on a 'live st:e.
Course complies with the Environmental Audit Rectstrarion guidelines.
Green Logistics - Policies for a Sustainable Business
One-day course, 25 September 1993 and 25 March 1994,1295.
Current trends, challenges, and opportunities in warehousing,
waste management, industrial packaging, and transport.
Environmental Design and Packaging
Two-day seminar, 6-7 December 1993 and 9-10 June 1994 £495.
Current issues and best practice.
Business, Strat ecy and the Environment
One-day seminar, 1 December 1993 and 10 May 1994, £295.
Examines the fir between corporate business strategy and a
strategic approach tOthe environment.
Environmental Priorities for Research and Development (Seminar)
One-day seminar, 30 November 1993 and 10 May 1994, 1550.
Environmentalchallengesandopportunitiesfroman A &D perspective. .
Environmental Training: Meeting the Needs
Two-dayworkshop,23-24 September1993 and 26-27 May 1994,1550.
How to identify the training needs of organisationsanddesign
appropriatetrainingprogrammes.
Environmental Accounting, Performance Measurement and
Reporting
Two-day seminar,21-22 October 1993 and 5-6 May 1994.1525.
Financialand non-financialcompanyperformancefor
environmental management systems.
Environmental Management is Change Management
Two-day workshop, 7-5 October 1993 and 14-15 April 1994, £550.
Methods, skills and tools for implementing environmental change.
_ _ . _
CentreforEnviromoentalM nagementa dPlanningICEMP)
AURIS Business Centre,23 St Machu Drive, Old AberdeenAB2 1RY
Telephone: (0224) - 1725483 Fax: (0224) - 487658
International Training Course on Environmental Assessment
& Management
E4,750. VAT and accommodation.
Assestment of environmental impact or proposed developments and
policies. identifying Impacts, evaluating consequences and
acreeing mitigation measures. Of benefit to planners, consultants,
government employees, environmental engineers and scientists.
International Seminar on Environmental Assessment and
Management
Annual two-week seminar, next available 263une to 9 July 1994,
£1,350.1-VAT and accommodation.
Sponsored by the World Health Organisation and LiNDP.
Provides an overview of the main principles of-environmental
aasossrnentand acts Lca forum for practitioners to meet and discuss
developments.
ettatakr,
Depart:ten: of Jourmi,ism, Northampton Square,London EC1V OHB
Telephone: (071)477 8233 Fax: (071)477 8560
ATho's Diking to them about your Environmental Policy
Tkree-day coarse, early :994, £530.
Communicating envitonmtmal policy to employees and outside croups.
Department of Applied Enercy, School of Mechanical Engineering,
Cranlield, Bedford, 51K43 OAL •
Telephone: (02 e - 750111 N5 35 Fax: (0234). 750725
Boiler Efficiency improvement
Two-day course, 22.25 Nm ember 1995 and 21-22 November 1994,
Practices and techniques for clamming energy by measuring and
,:tagmvinc :he panlirmance of boilers and water-heating systems.
Environmental Management and Policy
Fi%:-daycourse, 7-11 March 1994, 6600.
12g-to-dateinformationon pollutants and their environmental
impact, environmental legislation and standards, environmental
analysis, law and cost•effective policies. Environmental
management and global emironmental problems are also addressed.
Energy and Clean Technologies
FI%e-day course, 15.22 April 1994,1600.
For —.mg:en and ena:netts afrom all disciplines), and pure and
applied scientists. Topics include enemayconsenation,
environmental pollution, conventional and clean technologies.
Technical Environmental Management
Five-day course, 16-20 May 1994, 6600.
How to survey sites and contract numerical environmental
records, leading to fully costed and economic recommendations
to reduce demands for energy, water, and materials - reducing
waste and pollution in theprocess.
Slash Your Utility Bills
Five-daycourse,20-24 June 1994. 1600.
How to saveenergy, electricityand water whilst saving money
and protecting the environment. Avoid pollution taxes and fines
and gain competitive adyantage.
Slashing Your Electriciry Bill
Two-day course, the last two daysof the above course(which is
offeredas a separateoption),1240. • ;
, __EnvironmentalAuthtors'Se§strationAssociation -
Pier House, Wallgate, Wigan, Lancashire WN3 4AL
. „
Telephone: (0942) - 824406 Fax: (0942) - S24030
Practical Training Course for Environmental Auditors
Five-day course, 0c:ober/November 1993 and January 1994, 4950
VAT
Reviewspreparing environmental policies and conducting audits.
Coven environmental legislation and pollution theories. Includes
a practical on-site audit.
Environmental Monitoring and Management in Developing
Countries, Water Quality Surveillance' Concepts and Techniques,
Water Quality Surveillance Field Techniques, Oxfarn-DelAgua Kit
Operation and Maintenance, and Orientation fur Health Workers in
Developing Countries.
Assesment and Control of Chemical Hazards (COSHH)
Five.day course. 15-19 November 1993, £580.
A component of the advanced Diploma in Occupational Health
and Safety course, which may also be taken as a single module.
:aims bicantfidge
Programme for Industry,ITnimpingronStreet,CambndgeCB21QA
Telephone:10223)- 332722 Fax: (0223) - 301122
Environmental Management in Practice
Two.day course, £395.
Environmental management from s strategic, business management
point of view..Includes concepts such as efficient processes,
product design, markesine, customer requirements, perfoirtance
standards, and management practices and procedures.
The Environmental Management of Buildings
Two-day course, December 1993, 6395.
Laoas: tools, techniques and examples of practice in this
:mere:singly :mportant Beid.
Usefulpublications
557750: Wba I the new Environmental .1fa nagement
ndurd Mca USfar) cur Business
LesleyGra)son BSc (Econ), ALA
British Liboaiy, Technical Communications
ISBN 094665560X
Director). of Endrenmen fa/ C mimes 1992.1993
Compiled by John Baines and Barbara James, edited by Rachel
Adatia
The Environment Council
ISBN 0903158 396
EmfrOntnental Aailing: .4 Guide to Best Practice 117the
. UK and Ettotpe
LesleyGrayson BSc(Econ), A1A
British Library, Technical Communications
ISBN 0946655588
Ent ironmental Auditing.. An Introduction and Practical
Guide
British Library, Technical Communications
Environment Industry Yearbook
the Environment Press
ISBN 0951909606
Greener Marketing
Greenleaf Publishing
ISBN 1874719004
thing Environmental Management Systems to Improle
Profits
BFP Little, B Pearson, and MJ Brierley
Graham and Troarnan
ISBN 1653337544
tete.
IBC House, Vickers Drive, Brooklands Industrial Park,
Weybridge, Surrey KT13 OXS
Telephone: 071-637 4383
Risk Management, Insurance of Pollution, Environmental
Impairment, Waste
Two-day course,June or September 1994, -€595+ VAT.
Reviews regulatory developments,examines undenvriters' expenses,
US cast studies, and the apponionment of liability for environmental
damage.
Incinerator Technology
Three-day course, 18-20 October 1993, =785 • VAT.
Legislative framework, incinerator technology. process equipment
selection, and operating experience and ca+estudies.
u'aste Water Management for Industry
Three-day course, / 1-13 October 1993, 6785 VAT.
Legal requirements relating to effluent discharge, characteristics
of effluent's and monitoring systems, clean technology and waste-
water minimisation, treatment systems for waste water, and case
studies in selected industries.
EleitenaialaiSe
Safety, Health and Environmental Department, Davis Building
165-171 Railway Terrace, Rugby CV2I 3HQ
Telephone: (0788) - 578214 Fay (0786) 560833 •
Transport, Storage and Packaging of Hazardous Materials
One-da) course, 14 October 1993, £170 VAT.
Topics include emergency-sen'ice plauniug, and the Frani:al
aspects of storage and transport of :CNieand flamma±le matetials
or products.
Interactive Training Materials
Training materials, consisting of tutor and student materials,
packaged for use on-site at Ms tornens'premises.
Environmental courses include Aqueous Effluent, Ma-nsEir-Cfor
Safety, Environmental Auditing, and Air Emissions, A wide
rance of safety-training safety courses is also available.
-PaggiallallMacter
Losehill Hall, Peak National Park Centre, Casalezon
Derbyshire 330 2W3
Telephone (0433) 620373 Fax: (0433) - 620346
Environmental Management Systems (337750 and Eco.Audir
Two-day course, 22-23 November 1993, 6340
Environmental and business issues rt.-la-lineto environmental
management systems. 857750 and the EC Eco-audit. Skills and
techniques.
OnpunialCollegeContiniegidoubelgentle77,-
Room 558, Sherfield Budding, South Kensington, London SW7 2AZ.
Telephone:071-225 8657 Fax: 071.225 8668
Environmental Analysis and Assessment
A series of nine short course modules, October 1993 to March 1994.
FEES PER MODULE
Early payment Late payment
Residential 6700 6750
Non-Residential 6475 1525
Technical aspects of en%ironmenral control
labelslastitateofHealthandSafely
Robtris Institute of Health and Safety, University of Surrey,
Guildford, Surrey GU) 5X.H
Telephone: (0483) 509203 Fax: (0483) 503517
Environmental Semices
Courts details on application
The Robens Institute offersa range of courses under the heading
'Environmental Management for Industry', a numbs: ofwhieh
are for Overseas Development Professionals, including
Greening tbe Workplace
The Trades Union Council (TUC)
The Earth Summit's Agenda for Change
A plain-language version of Agenda 21 and the other Rio
Agreements
Michael Keating . _ _
Centre for Our Common Future
partnership
hands-on
trainin g
Practical training in the operadon
and management of cleaner
production processes and other
environmental technologies is a
vital component of an etThctive
Technology Partnership.
Many UK companies already provide
such training as parr of their normal
business lielationship with clients in the
UK and overseas.
To develop this ,ispect of Technology
Partnership further. the UK
Department of Trade nnd IndusLy
(DTI) may give assistance to UK
companies wishing to help senior
business people toni deve]oping
countries tO aco,uire up-to-date
practical experience of modern
technology. management and
production methods.
Participating UK companies are
particularly encouraged to give their
visitors the widest possible experience
of relevant UK technologies and
expertise.
The DTI will reimburse up to half the
eligible.costs of approved u-pining-
including:
travel to and within the UK
acconi tiodatioti •
medical accident insurance
training courses outside the company
where these 212 appropriate.
Application for assistance under thee
arrange.ments should be made by UK
companies proposing the training
Business people in developing colifltries
are encouraged to discuss this option
with their UK business contacts.
Further advice and information on the scheme - known as Hands-On Training
for Overseas Decision Makers can be obtained from:
Harley Berry
Department of Trade and Industry
Tel: 071-215 6568
..cyottnp.
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WorldBank
018 H Street. NW.. Washington, D.C. 20433. U.S.A.• Telephone:
 202) 477-1234
Bank News ReleaseNo. 94/ 531 EAP
EMBARGO: A.M. NEWSPAPERS ANT BROADCAST
MONTAY, DECEMBER 6, 1993
Contact:PeterL. Stephens
Phone: (202)458-0344
Fax: (202) 477-1837
ASIA ENVIRONMENT STRATEGY
Washington, D.C., December 6, 1993 -- A new World Bank discussion paper
recommends a series of sweepingpolicychanges governments in Asidshould make to hait and
begin to reverse the widespread damageto the envirorsnent. Several of the proposed steps
involve little or no cost, Thoughail are designed to place a ueater value cn the environment and
basic human welfare. The paper -- "Tawards An Environmental Strafe?), For Asia" by Carter
Brandon and Ramesh Rarnankurty -- identifies market and policyfailures as :fundamental
causes of Asia's envirorznent troubles. Increases in population, industrialization and rapid
movement of people to cities also are placing pressure on natural resources.
Another cause is ''the commonperception (caused, in pan, by lack of information) that
there is a direct tradeoff berxeen environmentalprotection and economic growth." There is, in
fact, no such tradeoff; the authors argue, and rational policies will save more than they cost,
increasing both economic eFzciencyand the welfare of the populace.
The authors specify water pollution, air pollution, solid waste management and
inappropriate land use as four key issues needing attention in .Asia'scities. In rural areas, forests
and marginal lands are under pressurefrom farmers, commercial logoThz,and excess demand for
firewood and fodder. Land degradation, deforestation and loss of biodiversiryaxewidespread.
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"We may not have ail the
data we'd like, city by city, and
country by country -- but what
we're seeing in Asia is
exponential growth in pollution,
--traffic,and toxic wastes," Mr.
Brandon said. "Andwhat I mean
by exponential growth is this:
while the East Asia economies
are doubling every ten years or
so, pollution, energy use, and the
number of vehicles on the road
are increasing by factors of five,
eight and even ten. We know,
therefore, that the pollution
trends are many times raeater than the capacity of the environment to absorb it all, and that these
trends have to be altered.
"The solutions don't lie in stoppinz growth, but in making that growth more sustainable by
recognizing that abatement costs we face today are fax less than what we will face in the funire,
and by recoraning that the quality of life -- and not just our incomes -- matters a great deal.
"The key to improved environmental management is really in improved economic
efficiency. We've seen worldwide that the diniest firms are in the most stagria_ntecononges. In
Asia, as part of the powerful economic expansion taking place, we need to be sure that the
incentives axe in place for firms to buy the latest -- and cleanest -- technolo6es. By the year
2010, 85% of all industrial equipment in the newly industrializing countries (NICs) will be new.
"The global issues that we ail know about -- such as global warming:ozone, and
biodiversity are, quite frankly, lower on the list of priorities for developing countries. To address
the global issues, we're working :o expand the work of the international Funds such as the Global
Environmental Facility, the Montreal Protocol, and the large non-profit movement to support
environmental projects across Asia."
The paper SLIQ2estsa framework for improving environmental management, including:
Prioi-ity setting -- given the scope of the problem and the limited financial and administrative
resources available to deal with it, Asian countries should decide what is politically and
economically feasible.
Policy reform -- this involves using pricing of resources, taxes or marketable permits to
change polluting behavior. Full-cost pricing of environmentalinputs, such as alr, water and
timber, are vital if consumption is to be brought back to sustainable levels. The policy stance
should also use regulatory or administrativemeasuresto impose quantitative limits, enforce
properry rights, and screen publicand private investments. It would also make more use of
extra regulatory approaches, such as introducing publicdisclosure requirements and increasing
environmental liabilitylitigation.
Strengthening public institutions -- only with effectiveinstitutions can a country define its
environmental goals effectivelyand enforce them. Weak instirutions, including research and
administrative agencies, limit the choice of policiesavailable to a country.
Increasing public and private investment -- the World Bank estimates that Asia needs to
spend about $38 billiona yearby 2000 -- two-thirdsof it in East Asia—to make
environmentalpolicies moresustainable.Suchoutlaysarebeyondthe reachof governments
andprivatefundswill be neededto makeup the zap.
Improving technologies and technology transfer -- these areessentialto maintaining
economic growthas populationsgrow, citiesbecomelargerandthe resourcebase is
degraded. Cleantechnologieswillbe most availablein Asian countrieswith open trade
regimesandbusinessclimateswhichfosterforeigninvestment.
2
The reoon calls the elimination of subsidies on water, electriciry and fuels -- to reduce
waste a_ndinefficiency, and financially strengthen the companies providing these services. The
report notes also that the poor are more likely to be bun by urban pollution, and investments in
cleaner air and water are therefore likely to benefit poor people. But the picture elsewhere is
more complex.
"In rural areas the poor ale often disproportionately, and usually inadvertently, the
perpetrators of environmental degradafion.," the report says. The environmental policies required
to bring about increased sustainability involve both positive and negative impacts on the poor.
reforms in land tenure, to the extent that the poor 2ain tenure, would be positive. The truly
landless, however, would be increasingly cut off as others gain title. Solutions to the landless
poor have to be Site and area specific."
The Director of the Asia Technical Department at the World Bank, Mr. Daniel Ritchie,
said that "the environment in Asia is one of the greatest development challenges in the world
today. The reason is not only the complexityof environmentalissues themselves but also the
complex linkages between growth, population, poveny, and the environment.
"Asia has already dramaticallyshown that economicgrowth can reduce population growth
rates and the incidenceof poverty. However, to sustainthe recent economic gains, greater
priority will need to be given to the development of sound environmental policies and of public
and private institutionscapable of implementingthese policies."
Mr. Ritchie said that what was most needed was "politicalwill, commitment and action --
in the form of investments, education and policy reform—to reverse the alarming environmental
degradation stillbeing observed."
Note: Review copies of "TowardsAn Environmenol 5m:rev Far /bra" are available free to Me media. Send your requestby
fax on company lencilead to Peter Stephens at (202)477-1837. Cr.hc-smay order the srudy from World Bank Publications at(202)473-1155or by fax (202)676-0581.
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THE ENVIRONMENTSECTOR
BACKGROUND
Thailand's rapid industrialisation has increased the country's capacity for growth,
improved per capita income and generally enhanced the individuals quality of life.
However, it is not without its drawbacks.
Uncontrolled industrial development, poor planning, and an overall lack of awareness of
the danger to the fabric of the environment caused by modern manufacturing systems
have given Thailand a serious and growing pollution problem.
.4. major focus of the environment protectionist lobby is the area of SAM LIT PRAKAN
which according to one critic, has tuned from an industrial heartland to an industrial
cesspool. A survey carried out by the Overseas Economic Co-operation Fund (OECF)
ofJapan has estimated that approximately 30% of the factories in Samut Prakan do not
treat their waste water before discharge into the local rivers or canals. The study also
concluded that industrial air pollution in the same region was reaching critical levels. it
is thought that Sulphur diotide emissions from the nearby power station together with
the pollutants released into the atmosphere by factories in the region, may reach 414,570
tonnes per year The Governor of Samut Prakan has stated that of the 4,000 factories,
more than 2,000 of them have pollution problems and, in at least 31 of these, the situa-
tion is very serious. Seasonal flooding has brought polluted water onto the streets of the
residential areas.
CURRENT SITUATION
Government action currently appears to be concentrated on re-locating the offending fac-
tories and at treating the pollution sources, the so called 'end of pipe' solution. Incen-

tives, such as Government loans and tax concessions, are offered to factories willing to re-
locate. These offers are promoted by the BOARD OF INVESTMENT OF THAILAND
(BOIT). The package of incentives to be ratified by the Cabinet this month (April 93)
include low interest loans for up to 60% of the cost of re-location and a five to seven year
tax holiday, plus a 20% discount on utilities and infrastructure costs. The incentives
will be offered to industries moving out of the Bangkok and Sarnut Prakan areas to a
number of designated areas (identified as Zones 2 and 3). The incentives vary according
to the relative development needs of the area. For example, Zone three which covers the
less developed provinces will receive an eight year corporate tax holiday and excemptions
from import tax on machinery and equipment Zone 2 establishments receive only seven
year tax concessions as opposed to the normal BOIT five year tax grace period. The
Gtnernment is considering whether these incentives could also be offered to those indus-
tries moving into industrial estates. Critic see these incentives as merely serving to ex-
port the pollution problem, and not solving it, and citing the eiample of Taiwan who
some twenty years ago attempted to solve a similar problem by re-locating by zones the
industries congregating around Taipei. This served to spread the causes of pollution
around the country rather than reducing it by remedial action. Critics of the Thal
Government policies also suggest that the incentives offered by the Gosernment and the
lack of regulatory legislation, will attract those foreign industries who are finding it ex-
pensive or difficult (or both) to operate under their ovvn Government's legislation, and
see Thailand as being an easier option.
POTENTIAL IN THE MARKET
Many influential figures are now lobbying for action to protect the environment and to
bring about controls to curb the excesses of pollution. However, the initiative started
under the Anand Government is still directed to wards treatment rather than prevention.
In the short term, this means that budgets are likely to be spent on such items as rsaste
water treatment equipment, and air pollution control systems.
Environmental markets (which cover a wide spectrum of products and services) are set todevelop rapidly in the next few years. Growing public awareness and increasing calls for
action (albeit on a curative rather than preventative basis) have opened a window of op-
portunity for UK manufacturers and exporters of equipment applicable to environmental
protection and improvement Specifically, the Board of Investment of Thailand, (BOIT)
has identified the following sectors as being of highest priority : Municipal solid waste
treatment and disposal; vehicle emission control equipment; pollution measurement;
clean technology for the power industry; Industrial and Municipal waste water treat-
ment; and hazardous substance, handling and disposal.
LEGISLATION IN PLACE
Despite criticizm already mentioned, some official action has already been taken, namely ;
- the Wildlife Conservation Act of February 1992,
- the Hazardous Substances Act of April 1992
- the Improvement and Conservation of National Environmental Quality
- Act ofJune 1992
- andthe Factories Act ofJune 1992
The Seventh National Plan (1992-1996) highlights, as a prime objective the improvement
in quality of life and environmental protection, for which a US dollar 200 million Envi-
ronment Fund as already been established. From the Fund, a sum of US dollar 80 has
already been allocated to the town o r Pattaya in order that the Pattaya authorities can im-
plement a regional clean up programme, concentrating on waste management and pollu-
tion control.
PROBLEMS •
Although there is a growing awareness of the need for environmental protection and the
Government is gradually introducing the necessary legislation, a weakness exists in the
actual enforcement. An example is the many industrial units that have installed waste
water treatment plants but for reasons of cost and operation speed, continue to dump
their effluent into the riven or canals. A similar situation could arise with vehicle
exhaust emission testing. Legislation is useless without a reliable enforcement system.
PRIORITIES
-Water -
An estimated 1.4 million cubic metres of waste is dumped into the lower Chao Phraya
river basin from Bangkok each day. Approximately 25 °A is from industrial sources.
Mecury levels range from 10 to 40 times more than acceptable limits. Waste Water
treatment, both Municipal and Industrial will be a priority action sector in the 1990s
This will not only include the supply orequipment but operational training and the intro-
duction of new management tecniques. The BOIT is willing to consider any proposals
from equipment suppliers, consultants and senice companies who would be interested in
public, private sector or industrial estate, waste water treatment projects.
In November 1991, the Government allocated US dollars 1.2 billion for environmental
improsement of the nation's waterways. From this amount, a sum of US dollars 800
million will be spent on a central waste water treatment and sewage system for Bangkok
Bids have been received from international consortia and NORTH WEST WATER of
the UK is known to be the successful lowest bidder. Other municipalities will have simi-
lar opportunities, probably on a build operate and transfer basis, in the very near future.
IN 1992, the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand (an ernironmentally aware Fi-
nance House) issued 1.2 million Baht of credit to 27 waste water treatment projects re-
quiring equipment and senices.
- Waste -
Thailand's booming economy produced proportionate problems of solid waste disposal.
Bangkok aJone, generates an estimated 5,000metric tons of waste per day (1.75 million
metric tons pa) and is expected to increase to 13,800 mtpd or over 5 million tons pa by
the year 2007. Landfill sites will have reached capacity long before that date. Incinera-
tion has been considered but rejected in favour oflandfill disposal on grounds of cost, in
a master plan drawn up by the Japan International Co-operation Agency.
Bangkok, the major source of solid waste, has three regional disposal facilities, owned by
the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration. All three facilities have open dumping areas
and two have composting plants. It is estimated that one site is virtually at the limit of
capacity and the other two have an economic life of five years remaining. In 1988 the
BMA awarded the first contract for a private company to transport and process garbage
from one of the BMA owned and operated dumping sites. Despite some initial prob-
lems, the operation is deemed successful and further plans for priva-tixed garbage collec-
tion transportation and disposal are in the offing.
Re-cycling is carried out by street scavangers who collect and sell on to recycling plants,
and the BMA collection crews who unofficially recover suitable materials from the gar-
bage collected and sell to re-cycling shops. Even so, enough re-cycfable material remains
in the garbage to attract scavangers at the BMA dumps. Almost all local production or
paper, glass and plastic, in Thailand, uses a proportion of recycled material. However,
quality remains a problem in the recycling industry which could benefit from foreign
technology and expertise as well as investment
OTHER OPPORTUNITIES :
AIR POLLUTION - VEHICLES Thailand has one of the fastest growing vehicle pop-
ulations in the world. The Bangkok area has 510/0 of the country's total consumption of
energy consumed by 2.3 million vehicles, which contributes 64% of Nitrous Oxide 87%
of carbon monoxide and 41% hydrocarbons Most of the atmospheric lead in Bagkok is
due to the use of leaded fuels. The result is that average blood lead levels in Bagkok are
three times higher than the average in the West Unleaded gasoline was introduced in
May 1991 and by restructuring the fuel tax ULG became lower in cost than standard
fules. New legislation setting the standards for vehicle exhaust emission standards are
expected to be passed this year, backed up by requirements for a vehicle inspections
programme, for which Baht 28 million has been earmarked as an initial budget. Oppor-
tunities will exist for exporters/suppliers of test and monitoring equipment, as well as
training and consultancy services.
-INDUSTRI.AL AIR POLLUTION. Industry is the major contributor to air pollu-
tion in Thailand and account for more than 30 % of energy consumption and 21 Vo of
the sulfur dioxide emissions, 12 % of nitrogen oxide and 56 % suspended particle mat-
ter. These figures do not include industry's indirect contribution to air pollution
through its purchase of generated power. Thailand's power generation programme is
growing rapidly (13.4% in the period 1985 to 1990), and installed capacity is expected to
more than double over the next decade to about 19,000 MW by the year 2001. and the
domestic fuel source - lignite and coal - are considered dirty fuels. Investment totalling
US dollar 30 billion will be spent on increasing the power generation capacity and the
need for pollution control equipment will feature in the project specifications.
-HAZARDOUS WASTE ie toxic chemicals are increasing as Thailands industry in-
creases in size and in sophistication. The requirement for equipment and tecniques to
handle , treat and dispose of toxic waste is increasing rapidly. Thailand has one central
waste treatment facility located at Bang Khuntien in Thonburi. It handles heavy metal
contaminated waste water and solid wastes and treatment.capacity is 110,000 tons per
year although it is currently believed to be working well below capacity due to a reluc-
tance o r some establishments to use the facilities on offer on grounds of extra cost. The
Plant is operated by a private sector company on a five year lease from the Government
It operates on a fee basis and as an incentive to smaller establishments, the Government
subsidises the cost Privatisation of Hazardous Waste treatment facilities is relatively
successful and the Ministry of Industry has plans to build four more waste treatment
plants. Construction sites for two have been selected and it is hoped that they will be
operational by 1994.
- RENEWABLE ENERGY the use of biomass energy sources have not been ex-
plored, and there is potential for systems using agricultural waste to produce energy.
The waste from rice and sugar cane processing is used as boiler fuel in the food process-
ing industry, but opportunities exist for its use in small power generation plants.
- ENERGY EFFICIENCY Thailand is less efficient in energy consumption than its
neighbours, using 1.5 kg carbon for each unit of GNP. whereas Malaysia uses 0.9 and
Korea 0.3 and the USA 0.2kg. However, Thailand has initiated an energy efficiency pro-
gramme, and the three power sector state owned utilities (Electricity Generating Authori-
ty of Thailand,-EGAT.- the Provincial Electricity Authority -PEA-and the Metropolitan
Electricity Authority, - MEA-) have a co-ordinated energy conservation programme, the
first in Asia. .4 budget of 4.6 billion Baht has been earmarked for the First live years
which is projected to sase about 2 to 3,000 WV over the nex-t ten years. The Demand
Side Management (DSM) office will provide financial incentives for enerta efficiency pro-
grammes. There is potential therefore, for manufacturers or suppliers of energy efficient
motors, improved refrigeration and air conditioning systems, lighting systems The BOI
have carried out a separate investment opportunities study on this sector, listing the esti-
mated market potential in 1994 for a selection of 32 energy efficient products.
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the World Bank) has
approved a loan of CS dollars 109 million to the Metropolitan Electricity Authority
(MEA) to finance a project to improve and elpand the MEA power distribution system
as well as providing technical senices to MEA, including the introduction of Demand
Side Management, improvements in management and operational efficiency and increase
levels of safety and environmental acceptability in design and operational practice. In
addition to the IRBD loan, the .4sian Development Bank (ADB) will provide a further
USD 109 million, the MEA itself will provide USD 147 million and USD 187 million will
be raised from other borrowings. There are also loans specifically to promote Electri-

cal Energy Efficiency, from the Global Environmental Trust Fund (GET) for USD 9.5
million, from OECF (Japan) for USD 25 million, and from the Australian Government
for USD 6.0 million. The Government of Thailand will provide the equivalent of USD
148 million. The IRBD loans are repayable over 17 years at the Bank's standard varia-
ble interest rate.
PRIVATISATION
The Government of Thailand is committed to a policy of privatisation and has taken ac-
tion towards the privatisation of EGAT, namely the passing of the amendment of the
EGAT Act which has allowed EGAT to establish a subsidiary company which will in due
course be partially sold to the public. The Government is also see/dng to purchase elec-
trical power from private power producers.
CONCLUSIONS
The Environment Fund currently totals 5 million Baht. Other funds are available from
various other Ministries and Municipalities. That there is an environmental crisis partic-
ularly in the Bangkok area, is not doubted. There is growing public demand for action
and legislation is slowly being put in place. However, power to re-inforce the law needs
beefing up. Priorities are difficult to identify as all varities of pollution are plainly visi-
ble, but waste water treatment would appear to attract greater attention than anything,
probably due to the esteem that Thailands waterways have for the people. The huge
Bangkok waste water treatment project is the first in a series of very large similar plants
needed urgently throughout the country. Air pollution is most serious in Bangkok city.
Vehicle emission control equipment and industrial plant de - tox systems, as well as energy
efficient systems.
Nfanufacturers of equipment for the environment sector in general would do well to con-
sider a joint venture for local manufacture or assembly. Thailand has a population of
55 plus million but its level of industrial sohpistication suggests that it should be regard-
ed as a manufacturing base for the regional market of 320million. Reasonably low labour
costs, good communications, ease of access to neighbouring markets which are just be-
ginning to expand make Thailand the gateway to neighbouring less developed but grow-
ing markets.
A list of key public sector projects is at Appendix A
A note of the projects aro-acting World Bank financing is at Appendix B
A Summary of the Market potential for Enerto Efficient products is at Appendix C
An outline.of the incentives offered by the BOIT is at Appendix D
Commercial Section
British Embassy
Bangkok
June 1993
AppENDIx A
SUMMARY OF
KEY ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS, 1992
EXECUTING
AGENCY
ENVIRONMENTAL
SUB-SECTOR
LOCATION CAPACITY INDICATORS OF
MARKET
POTENTIAL
DIW
(Department of
Industrial
Works)
Industrial Waste
Water Treatment
Rangsrt,
Suksawat


Baht A00 million
World Bank
ponion:
SUS 700,000
INTERIOR
MINISTRY
Waste Water
Treatment
Chao Phraya,
tourism areas


Baht 4 billion
MOI
Ministry of Industry
Pdvatized Hazardous
Waste
Treatment
Central
Thailand, 3
plants
200,000
tonnes/
year
Baht 979.75
million
MOSTE
Ministry of Science,
Technology,
Environment
Centralized waste
water
treatment
Partaya 30.000 m3
per day
of waste
water
Baht
2 billion
EGAT
Electricty
Generating
Authoriry
Thailand
Eneroy-etficiency
Equipment, Demand
Side Management
Thailand


Et 4.6 billion
'EAT Frtvatized Waste
Water
Treatment,
equipment and
monboring systems.
Industrial
Estates,
Eastern
Seaboard
Will vary,
depending
on factory,
industry
US $55 Million
BMA
Bangkok
Metropolitan
Administration
Centralised Waste
Water Treatment
Central
Bangkok
350.000 rn3
per day, for
BMA-1
BMA-1 BaN 10
billion
. BMA-1: Baht 10
• billion
(projected)
Hua Hin,
Municipallty
Water Filter
Plant
Hua Hin 12;000 m3
per day,
water filtrat
ion and
rationing
Bt 57 million
601 Study projected 1994 market for energy efficient products and services.
•PF=DIX
PROJECTS IN THE ENVIRONMENT SECTOR
ATTRACTING WORLD BANK FUNDING
Second Gas Transmission Project (submarine pipeline from
Gulf of Thailand to Bangkok area). Client: The Petroleum
Authority of Thailand (PTT). Appraisal Mission scheduled
July 1993.
Small Industry Finance Corporation (SIFC : a commercial
bank) - under consideration.
MAE L-B Water Diversion Project. (Two Rockfill dams and a
600 KW pumped storage scheme). Feasibility Study in
progress. Client: EGAT.
Energy distribution (expansionand improvement of power
distribution grid). Client: MEA. Decision by World Bank
May 1993.
Industrial Pollution Control (Waste water and hazardous
residents). Consultants appointed, EC funding available by
project on hold at request of Thai Government. Clients:
Ministry of Industry and Ministry of Science, Technology
and Environment.
Forestry (Rejuvenationof degraded forests, lands, and
designation of National Parks) Project underway. Client:
Royal Forestry Department.
Lam Takhong Pump Storage Project (Power supply for peak
demand using, hill reservoir and Stage I, - 2 x 250 MW
pump/turbine generators). Under consideration, appraisal
scheduled for June 1993. Client: EGAT.
June 1993
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A??7NDIX
AN OUTLINE OF THE BOIT INCENTIVES
The extent of foreign ownership of the registered capital varies according to the type of
venture, namely:
-agriculture, animal husbandry, fisheries, mineral exploration and mining, and the
services sector, not less than 51% of the registered capital must be held by Thai nation-
als.
- but projects with an investment capital of over 1,000 million baht, foreign investors
may hold a majority of the shares (up to 100%) fir the first five years only, thereafter
Thai nationals must hold at least 51%.
- a manufacturing project in which not less than 50°/e of total sales is for export, the
foreign investor may hold a majority of the shares.
- a manufacturing project in which not less than 80% of total sales is to be exported
the foreign investor may hold all of the shares.
- during the 7th Development Plan(1492-I996) requirement and limitations of for-
eign ownership will be established on a case by case basis by the responsible Ministry,
for the following sectors: Development of Transportation Systems; ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION; and direct involvement in technological de-
velopment.
Incentives offered vary also according to location:
- Projects located inZone I (ie Bangkok,Samut Prakan, Samut Sakhon, Nakhon
Pathom, Nontaburi and Pathum Thani) which export not less than 80% of sales, or lo-
cate the project in an industrial estate or promoted industrial zone, will receive a 50% re-
duction on import duty on machinery and a three year corporate tax holiday.
- those projects exporting not less than 30% of total sales will receive exemption on
duty for raw, or essential materials for a period of one year.
- Projects located in Zone 2 (ie Songkhram, Ratchburi, Kachananburi, Suphan Buri,
Ang Thon, Ayutthaya, Saraburi, Nakhon Nayok„ Chachoengsao and Chonburi) will re-
cehe 500/o reduction on machinery, three years corporate tax holiday extendable to five
years if the project is located in an industrial estate or promoted industrial zone, and ex-
emption on import duty for raw material for one year providing that export are not less
than 30% of sales.
- Projects located in Zone 3 (the remaining 57 provinces plus Laem Chabang Industri-
. al Esate) will receive 50% reduction on import dutr for machinery, a six year corporate
tax holiday extendable up to eight years for projects located in the industrial estates, ex-
emption from duty on raw materials for five years, providing 30% of sales is for export,
plus certain special privileges under the scheme, including reduction of 5004 on corpo-
rate tax for live years after the exemption period, double deduction from taxable income
for cost of utilities for a period of ten years after first sales and 25% deduction from net
profits of the cost of the project's infrastructure.
Certain projects - viz Basic Transportation Systems, Public Utilities, Environmental Pro-
tection and /or Restoration and Basic Industries, will regardless of the above receive
eight year corporate tax holiday, and a 50% reduction on import duty for machinery.
The above outline is intended only as a guide and British Companies seeldng further in-
formation or clarification, should contact one of the following:
The Commercial Section of the British Embassy Bangkok,
143 Wireless Road,
Bangkok Thailand,
Fax (662)255 8619
or via your nearest Department of Trade Office.
The Office of the Board of Investment of Thailand.
555 Vipavadee Rangsit Road,
(opposite the Central Plaza Hotel)
Bangkhen, Bangkok 10900
Fax (662)271 0777 Telex 72435 BINVEST TH
Advice on joint venture investment, BOIT incentives and sector priorities, may be ob-
tained from the BOIT consultants:
SEAMICO Business Information and Reasearch Co Ltd
77/10 Sukhumvit Sol 4 (Nana Tai)
Bangkok 10110 Thailand.
Fax (662) 255 2296
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Advisory Service Programme
- THAILAND -
The Advisory Service Programme is a publicly funded schleme to promote business
cooperation with companies in developing and newly industrializing countries. Run by the
DEG on behalf of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, it
focusses on investment promotion in 8 countries, including 4 ASEAN states.
The main aims of the free advisory services as part of the Thailand Programme are to help
find business partners, analyze locations and gather and evaluate country and project-related
data. Though rendered by its staff,the advisoryservices are not tied to any co-financing of the
cooperation project by the DEG, but financial support is of course available if required. For
further information, please consult our brochures on DEG advisory and financial services.
Your adviser in Germany is Ms. Maria Spblgen at the
DEG - German Investment and Development Company mbH
Maarweg-Center
Widdersdorfer Str. 22%
D-50825 Koln (Braunsfeld)
Tel : 0221-4986-2 30
Fax: 0221-49 86-1 11
and in Thailand, Mr. Walter Haskamp is availableat the following address:
Thai-German Investment Promotion Service
Office of Industrial Economics
Ministry of Industry
Narai Building,4/F
Rama VI Road
Bangkok 10400
Tel.: 00 66-2-2 46 54 84 or 245 39 98, Ext. 116
Fax: 00 66-2-2 46 54 84
DeutscheInvestitions-und
EntwickIungsgeseIlschaftmbH
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Commissionof the
EuropeanCommunifes
Environmental
technology
market
segmentation
15%
collection, treatment, disposal
Astudy of the Thai environmental
technology market was carried out by
GKWin associationwith Pro-Enand Sea-
tec Tht.of Thailandand ERLof England.
The study was commissionedby DEG,
the German Investment and Develop-
ment Company, and ECIP (European
CommunityInvestmentPartners).
DEGis the Germangovernmentowned
financing and consultancy institution
that promotes private investment and
technology transfer between private
sector companies in Germany/Europe
and in developingand newly industriali-
.zedcountries.
Thezim of the study\Vasto describe
the Thai market for emironmentaltech-
nologyup to the year 2000, in qualitat
ye and oLantiative terms,
and to assess and docu-
ment the possibility of
technology cooperation\ 

betwee.nEuropeanenvi-
ronmental technology
suppliers and Thai pri-
vate enterprises with
experience or interest
in the increasingly sig-
nificant sector. The
study identifies the
types of technology
that offer the highest
cooperation potential
sttp._tti, and therefore deser-
...PoztimoN ve attention by
European envi-
ronmental tech-
nologysuppliers.
The Study presents an in-depth
analysis of five market segments
that are significant, together with
the technical characteristics of
these segments and the major gaps
and deficiencies in currently impor-
ted and locally produced supply.
Industrialisation in Thailand has
brought an unbalanced increase in
demand for water End enerzy, and
generates wastes and pollution in
excessof its shareof GDP.
35%
collection, treatment,
re-use and disposal40%
supply, treatment,
distribution
con rol equipment
Pressuresthat zre effectingkey sectors
of the Thai economy include the follo-
wing:
c-C-3 Therelianceof Bangkok
MetropolitanRegion
(BMR)on diminishing
localwater resources
with resultingproblems
that includewater
shortagesfor industrial
use, landsubsidence
withinthe city andflood-
ing of built-upareas
duringthe raThyseason.
eth-O Thevirtual lack of anycentra-
lisedwastewatercollection,
treatment anddisposalinfra-
structures, resultingin the
completeloss of most river
usesof the ChaoPhya,its tri-
butariesandchannelsin
43 BMR.0. 

The increasinglydifficulttask
of handlinganddisposingof
growingamountsof munici-
pal, industrialandhazardous
wastes in an environmentally
friendlyway.
Key'drivers determining the current
dynamics of the environmental
technology market are the Thai
environmental regulatory frame-
work, the increasing public pressure
for change and the resulting recent
m.anifestations of political will
towards more effective pollution
control and management.
High Investmen ScenarioLow Investment Scenario -
Ten-year investinent Scenarios
2.50
energy efficieny
water supply
vehicle air
polluti n
ett, -aec:„
	
nergy
	 tcrst.51119-'s"--
	
efli iency itttEgnit 	
all
industrial air pollution •
033
municipal wastewater
industrial wast water
ustrial air
pollution
OW
mumc]pal wastewater
033 hazardous waste
industrial wastewater
0.03
hazardous waste
on
solid waste
013
03'3
solid waste
	 in bn ECU
The study concludes by assessingenvi-
ronmental technology opportunities for
Europeansuppliers interested in enter-
ing into technology cooperation relati-
onshipswith Thaienterprises.
Obstacles to such cooperation as per-
ceived by Europeansupplers are cost
competitiveness, limited local technical
skills for production or operation, and
risks of technologycapture.
The most promising technologies
identified are intermediate, robust
and proven technologies, which
were successful in Europe at a time
when the socio-economic levels of
development were comparable to
those of Thailand today. These
include compact and modular water
and wastewater handling plants,
simple mobile sludge dewatering
equipment such as belt presses, bar
and mesh screens, scrapers, aera-
tors, cyclones and dry scrubbers,
flow meters and recorders, and
analytical measuring and recording
instruments for environmental moni-
toring.
Keysuccessfactors for successful
technologycooperationin Thailandare
the following:
no Maximizedlocal assembly.
••• High performancecomponents
manufacturedin Europeto
enhancethe technicaledge.
ele Provenrecord of operational
robustnessto avoidcostly
after-saleservice.
g• Possibilityof incremental
technologicalupgradingto satisfy
emergingdemandsfor more
innovationandhigher
performance.
23%
Interest
4%
Interest in Cooperation
with Thailand and
South-East Asia
No Information
Cooperation in
Thailand
	
18%
Sauth-E stlitpig
Applied
Market
Strategy
local o
by European
Technologies
Suppliers
r%
No Interest
 fa contacts
ioci/ agent
4%
(SE-Asia)
• 7%
j_io-rt.presentation
Existing
Contacts in
South-East As a
joefra; nt
lihaflandl
In consideration of the fac
t that Asian
businessin generalandTha
ibusinessin
particular is based on pers
onalcontact
and trust, the key to succe
ssfultechno-
logy cooperation is not the
technology
itself as muchas the willingn
essof Euro-
pean firms to involvelocal s
taff in order
to:
Goo Demonstratecommitm
entto
Thailand.
oc'e Establishandaccum
ulate
extensivecontacts.
c-co Createa baseof loca
lpeople
woikingfor andgrowingwith
the
firm.
For European investors,
Thailand
has to be seen not only a
s market
for environmental techn
ology, but
also as a place to learn a
nd develop
innovative, regionally ada
pted pro-
ducts capable of sharpe
ning com-
panies' capabilities to do
business
elsewhere in Thailand.
TheThailandEnvironmenta
lTechnology • -
Study (in English),covering all asp
ects'
and results of the investiga
tionsbriefly
described above, is availab
lefrom DEG
againstpaymentof DM150,-
.
Please send us the
Thailand Environmental
Technology Study
(Volume 1: Background Study,
Volume 2: Market Study),
Both volumes at the pric
e
of DM 150,-
name:
address:
Fot further information,
pleasecontact
Maria Spiitgen or
Daniela Söhngen at
the followingaddress:
Deutsche Investitions-
und Entwickfungs-
gesellschaft mbH
Belvederestr.40
50933Köln,Germany
Tel: 49+221.4986-230 (or-335)
Fat 49+221+4986-111
As a result, the "polluter pays principle"
and the "public right-to-know" are beco-
ming integrated into the regulatory fra-
mework. New regulations aim to encou-
rage rather than punish.
Confidence in the regulatory authority
has grown in line with the greater trans-
parency and the promise of equity of
enforcement, and there is a move
towards greater compliance.
Major public sector investment program-
mes in key areas of environmental con-
cern include the following:
cake Bangkok Metropolitan AdmMi-
stration (BMA)wastewater
schemes (0.35bn ECU).
cicio EMA urban solid waste mana-

gement programme
(0.2bn ECU).
eel) Public Works Department
wastewater treatment pro-
gramme for municipalities
outside BMR (0.19bn ECU).
060 Industrial Estates Authority of
_Thailand infrastructure upgra-
ding programme.
GOO Eastern Seaboard Regional
Environmental Management
Plan (0.03bn ECU).
The clear water and wastewater
sectors account for the major part
(40% and 35% respectively) of
present demand for environmental
technology. Sales and distribution
channels privilege suppliers with
long-term contacts v,ith a small
group of local intermediaries.
Imports from Japan and the US
each account for approx. 25% of
the present environmental techno-
logy supply. The European share
of the market volume is 20%, as
the share of the locally manufac-
tured supply is 20% (others 10%).
High and low future demand
scenarios were prepared as part
of the study and were based on
estimated future capital invest-
ment programmes. Key features
and trends in the major market
segments over the next 10 years
were assessed.
The high growlh scenario puts the entire
Thai environmental technology market
at 8.6bn ECU over the next 10 years;
the low growth scenario estimates this
market volume at 3.9bn ECU.
Market intermediaries will play an
increasingly important role, as will
capable local manufacturers of
locally developed systems based
on foreign design and the selec-
tive import of key components.
Cost is likely to decrease in
importance as a market driver.
Regulatory pressure for improved
compliance levels is inducing
equipment owners and users to
spend more than in the past on
better performing end-of-pipe
environmental technology with
proven track records.
Demand for recycling and materi-
al recovery is also rapidly expan-
ding.Opportunities for advanced,
high performance clean technolo-
gies are expected to emerge at a
later stage, when there is suffi-
cient operational end-of-pipe
experience to realise the competi-
tive advantage created by energy
efficient, cleaner productive tech-
nologies, and when the environ-
mental costs of production are
fully priced and accepted.
Europe20%

USA25%

Japan25%

Thailand20%
Singapore5%

others5%
Present '
Environmental
Technology
Supply
OPPORTUNITIES IN
Thailand
* An insight into the Thai Market
ST JAMES COURT HOTEL , BUCKINGHAM GATE,
LONDON SW1E 6AF
9.30 am —4.00 pm
WEDNESDAY 16 FEBRUARY 1994
(Registration and coffee at 9.00 am)
Make it your business to attend and find out:—
* How to explore business opportunities
,> Why Thailand should be part of your Export Strategy
Who can assist you in exporting more effectively
Thailand continues to be one of [he fastest growing economies in South East Asia with an
incredible GDP growth rate averaging 10% over [he past 7 yeass and a projected growth rate of
7.8% for '94. UK exports continue to climb reaching £476.4 million in 1992. DTI has organised
this event to introduce exporters to [he great potential offered by this rapidly expanding market
and centre for regional strategic development, and to help you with your specific export plans.
The morning session of this event will consist of a series of briefings on the market, led by
Christian Adams, the British Ambassador for Thailand. After lunch from 12.30 to 2 pm the
following export organisations will be available for those who wish to stay to discuss their
particular export plans:—
Technical Help to Exporters
Bank (Export finance)
SITPRO
British International Freight Assoc'
DTI's Thailand Country Desk Staff
Prelink Ltd (Export Intelligence)
HM Customs and Excise
Association of British Chambers of Commerce
ECGD (Export Insurance)
What to do next ... ?
There is a £50 attendance fee per delegate. This includes entry to the seminar and workshop plus
a buffet lunch. If you would like to attend then you can pre-register by completing the attached
booking form. Only you can develop a successful export operation for your company, but DTI
can help.
á
By FAX: complete
Booking Form; our FAX
number is 071-215 4701
Thailan
I am unable to
attend: please send
further details on
DT1's Olerseas
Trade Services.
\O
yEs,Iwould
come
NAME POSITION
Please make cheques payable to DTI and return to Carmen Jones (see
below) — CASH CANNOT BE ACCEPTED.
CANCELLATIONS: full refunds will be made on cancellations
recek ed in writing before 9 February 1994. No refunds will be given
after that date.
Company Name:


Address:





Postcode:
Telephone:


FAX No:
Product/Service:


No. of Employees:
Do you currently export? YES ( )NO ()
Remittance for £50.00 to co‘er total cost enclosed.
STEP 1
Tick appropriate box
STEP 2
STEP 3
Complete delegate's
details
OPPORTUNITIES IN
THREE EASY WAYS TO REGISTER
By post: Mail to Carmen Jones,
Bay 567, Kingsgate House,
66-74 Victoria Street, London
SW1E 6SW
By telephone:
call DTI-SE on
071-215 5489
Booking form
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BRITISH DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY WEEK
THAILAND
17-21 OCTOBER 1994
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR
17-18 OCTOBER 1994
A major seminar will be held in Bangkok, on 17-18 October to
promote British expertise in Environmental Technology.
The seminar, organised by British Water, with support from the
Department of Trade and Industry and the British Embassy in
Bangkok, will be one of the highlights of a British Design and
Technology Week.
The seminar will consist of a series of presentations and
workshops with an associated exhibition promoting UK excellence
in this field.
One day will be devoted to the Water Industry and Waste Water
Treatment and another to wider environmental technologies.
British companies in these fields will have the opportunity to
give presentations, run workshops and participate in the mini
exhibition.
A specially targeted audience of top Thai government officials
and senior Thai businessmen will be invited to attend this event,
to be staged at a leading hotel in Bangkok.
We believe that this is an opportunity not to be missed by
British companies interested in the Thai environmental technology
market.
Rapid industrialisation in Thailand and a growing awareness of
environmental issues, is producing tremendous opportunities for
British Technology in this area.
We are looking for British companies to participate in this
event, which aims to put on display the best of British
technology in the water and environmental technology industries.
We hope that a senior British VIP will open the event.
If you are interested in attending this prestigious event in
Thailand, or would like to find out how you could qualify for DTI
financial assistance avaiable to participants, please fill in
the attached pro-forma and return it to: Mr Tony Nockles, British
Water, 1 Queen Anne's Gate, London SW1H 9BT aRby fax on 071 957
4565.
THAILAND
--ENVIRONMENTALTECHNOLOGY SEMINAR
17-18 OCTOBER 1994
NAME
POSITION
COMPANY NME
ADDRESS
	 POST CODE 

TELEPHONE FAX No
PRODUCT/SERVICE
No OF EMPLOYEES
Return to:
Mr Tony Nockles
British Water
1 Queen Anne's Gate
London SWIM 9BT
Tel: 071 957 4554
Fax: 071 957 4565
Advisory Service Programme
- INDIA -
The Advisory Service Programme is a publicly funded scheme to promote business
cooperation with companies in developing and newly industrialized countries. Run by the
DEG on behalf of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, it
focusses on investment promotion in 8 countries, including 4 ASEAN states.
The main aims of the free advisory services as part of the India Programme are to help find
business partners, analyze locations and gather and evaluate country and project-related data.
Though rendered by its staff, the advisory services are not tied to any co-financing of the
cooperation project by the DEG, but financial support is of course available if required. For
further information please consult our brochures on DEG advisory and financial services.
Your advisers in Germany are Ms. Ricarda Horst and Mr. Andreas Ziesmann at the
DEG - German Investment and Development Company mbH
Maanveg-Center
Widdersdorfer Str. 225a
D-50825 KbIn (Braunsfeld)
Tel.: (0221) 49 86-378 (Ms. Horst); -562 (Mr. Ziesmann)
Fax: (0221) 49 86-111
and in India, two advisers in New Delhi and Bombay are available at the following address:
Indo-German Investment Promotion Service (IGIPS)
Mr. Klaus Benz
2, Nyaya Marg
Chanakyapuri, New Delhi 110 021
Tel.: (0091 11) 3 01 69 14
Fax:(0091 11) 3 01 69 21
Indo-German Investment Promotion Service (IGIPS)
Mr. Dennis D'Silva
318, Maker Chambers V
Nariman Point, Bombay 400 021
Tel.: (0091 22) 2 04 23 52
Fax:(0091 22) 2 04 62 08
I1
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India
BusinessOpportunitiesin the
FieldofEnvironmentalTechnologies
•••.
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Critically
polluted
industrial
areas in
India
0 critically
polluted
areas
India is among the world's lea-
ding industrial nations with a do-
mestic market of 895 Mill. people
and a GDP of 237 billion US 5.
The changes initiated by the new
industrial policy in 1991 have hel-
ped in opening up the Indian sub-
continent politically and economi-
cally.As a business location, India
offers numerous advantages: a
wealth in raw materials,the size of
its skilled workforce, a diversi-
fied industrial base and low wa-
ge levels.
Increasing industrialization is ta-

ldng its toll, polluted water and
air are among the most
important health ha-
zards in India. To se-
cure further (sustain-
able) development,
technologies for industrial
environmental protection
are needed, which are cur-
rently not availablefrom Indi-
an producers. The turnover of
the market for environmental
protection is increasing at 30 %
p.a. and the need to import large
percentages of these technolo-
gies promises vast opportunities
for international suppliers of en-
vironmental protection techno-
logy.
DEG, the German Investment
and Development Company,
commissioned Lahmeyer Inter-
national, Frankfurt, to conduct a
study to identify potential fields
for collaboration between Indian
and European private compa-
nies. The aim of the studywas to
identifytechnolog needs in priori-
ty industries in India and to cha-
racterize "adapted technologies".
The market potential for these "ad-
apted technologies" was then as-
sessed and potential Indian and
European collaborators were iden-
tified.
Thirteen priority industries have
been investigated for their poten-
. tial for Indo-European collabora-
tion in industrial environmental
protection. Three industrial sec-
tors have been analyzed in detail
with respect to environmental pol-
1 Parwanoo
2 Kaleamb
3 Howrah
4 Durgapur
5 Ohanbad
6 Taicher
yishalthap,atnam
Korba
9 Manali.Madras
10 North Arcot
11 Ehadravati
12 Singrauli
13 Pali
14 Govindgarh
15 Najafgarh
16 Vapi
17 Chempur
18 Greater Cochin
19 Digboi
Example: Flotation
Out of the fourteen fields of colla-
boration, flotation is here chosen
to demonstrate the potential for
cooperation between Indian and
European companies.
Demand for flotation technologies
will grow sharply in the future. To
date, this method is primarilyused
in the pulp & paper industry and
the food industry. There is also a
growing marl;et in the dairy,sugar,
texlile processing, coal beneficati-
on, tanneries, and petrochemical
industries. Since the 2overnment is
demanding efficient treatment of
waste waters containing oil, there
will also be increased demand for
flotation in the mineral oil and re-
fineryindustw
The primary motivation to apply
flotation is its potential for the re-
covery of resources (e.2. pulp and
paper industry coal industry) and
water.
The adaptations of the technology
to India's requirements should es-
peciallyinclude the following:hi2h
efficiency,low power consumption
and short residence time. The ca-
pacities needed would vary from
extremely small units (2 rn3/h) to
large units for the petrochemical
and oil exploration industry (up to
2,500 rn3/h). Systems operating at
low air pressure are preferred. .
Several international collaboration
projects have already been laun-
ched in India. It is expected that
the overall market will further in-
crease from about 50 units p.a. to
date to about 100 units p.a. in the
next ten years. The increase in
terms of investment will be consi-
derably higher because the average
sizeof plants will also increase due
to higher capacities required in the
petrochemical and oil exploration
industries.
- Analysis of the
C Market Potential
it. for Environmental
Technolocies
Suppliers of
Environmental
Technologies in
Europe and India
ProductsDemands
Evaluation
of the main polluting
industrial sectors
Pilot study
Investigation of the potential
for collaboration
Project
structure
Fields of Collaboration
Visits to otential
Indian TV. Partners i 

Requests for
Partners from
European
Companies
Interest in Cooperation
Collaboration
Agreement
Company Profiles
of qualified
Indian Companies
Political and legal framework
1, large part of the market is deter-
nined through ministries and aut-
horities as market drivers, who de-
ide on rules and regulations and
.specially the enforcement thereof.
The Indian environment protec-
'ion laws are to a large extent ba-
ed on international standards.
Plants and equipment for the
)rotection of the environment
c.nd the conservation of resources
enjoy preferential treatment \vith
espect to customs duties, taxes
nd depreciation. Indian financial
institutions give subsidized credit
for investments in the fields of en-
vironmental protection, safety
technolog and modernization.
India offers many opportunities in
the sector of industrial environ-
mental protection. Joint ventures,
technology transfer and the gran-
ting of licences should be properly
prepared. DEG provides experien-
ce and expertise in India through
its representative, the Indo-Ger-
man Investment Promotion Servi-
ce (IGIPS) with offices in Bombay
and New Dehli. DEG advisoly ser-
vices are free of charge.
The study bears the title "Investi-
gation of the Potential for German
and European Collaboration in
the Field of Industrial Environ-
mental Protection in India" and is
available in English or German
language from DEG (DM 300,-).
Please send us the
'Investigation of the Potential for German and European
Collaboration in the Field of Indust:',al Environmental
Protection in India", available in English or
German language from DEG (DM 300,-).
D German issue
English issue
For further information,
please contact Ms. Ricarda
Horst or Mr. Andreas Zies-
mann at the following ad-
dress:
DEG DeutscheInvestitions.und
Entwichlungsgesellschaftmbll
Postfach 45 03 40
D - 50878 Koln, Gemnany
Telephone:
(+49-2 21) 4986 - 3 78
or - 5 62



Fax:



(+49-2 21) 49 86 - 1 11
Name:

Address:
lution: thermal power plants, foun-
dries, and the pesticide industiy.
Key issues in the Indian environ-
mental protection sector, common
to many different industries, are
wastewater treatment, air pollution
control, hazardous waste manage-
ment, process intezrated pollution
control ("clean production techno-
logies") and the conservation of
energy and resources. In total,
fourteen fields of collaboration ha-
ve been identified and described in
the study.
The study is not meant to be me-
rely a static description of the sta-
te of the environmental protec-
tion industry in India. rather it is
Selected
fields of
collaboration
Wastewater
technology
 
la•— Anaerobic
wastewater
treatment plants
Aerobic plant packages
lib-- Flotation
Ws— Aeration systems
Wastegas'purification
Flue gas desulphurization
Carbon disulphide
recovery from
exhaust air of
rayon plants
directed towards European com-
panies who want to assess their
chances to cooperate with Indian
companies. To this end, the study
contains very specific information
on die following:
DP-- existing and planned plants
SP-- comparison of environ-
mental and technical
standards
characteidzation of the
adapted technology
— specific frame conditions
potential partners for
collaboration projects
- expected market 

In December '93 and Febualy '94
DEG will conduct company visits
in India coveri»g existing manu-
facturers of environmental techno-
logies and companies willing to di-
versify into this sector. As a result,
detailed company profiles also as-
sessing the technical capabilities
will be drawn up and are then
available to interested European
companies.
7Z/
/V/
yZ
Waste
/ 7 treatment/recycling
/7/ se.-- Mechanicalsludge
dewatering
0— Hazardous waste
incineration
11”-- Flyash utilization
Productiontechnology
Benefication of power plant coal
Foundry technology:
Foundry sand regeneration
 • Semi-automatic moulding machines
Core production processes
Electrodes for electric arc furnaces
DEG Deuische Investilions- und
Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Reprint from DEG's Annual Report 1992
1992—Focusesof
the BusinessYear
Project Finance
New business COME;;:mCIS (iumber)
CommThnIs (millions of DM)
Total business since 1962 Entecrises (number)
(accumulated) CounMies (number)
Comil]hmes. (iMnions of DM)
Overall inicsmems (billions of DM)
Project portfolio ETIlerprses (.:_:,.ber)
(net commitments at Counti:es (number)
end of  ,:ear)
Equity (HlEons of DM)
Loans OmJlions of DM)
Guaranees (miflions of DM)
Total r:i con:H:ments (millions of DM)
Overall invesiments (billions of CM)
Consultancy Senices
Settled accounts (number)
Turnover :sHlior.s of DM)
Annual Statements of Accounts
Balance sheet total (millions of DM)
Subscribed capttal (millions of DM)
of which: paid-up (millions of DM)
Total income (millions of DM)
of which: from projects/services (millions of DM)
Total expenses (millions of DM)
of which:
current expenses (millions of DM)
provisions for risks (millions of DM)
Net profit for the year / Balance sheet profit (millions of DM)


1992 1991
43 55
325 315
562 543
92
3,276
SO
2.951
31.3 30.0
306 313
73 i)
533 584
1.503 1.277
14 16
7 ,052 1,877
24.6 25.5


49 34
14.1 10.4


1,837 1,720
1,000 1,000
834 774
185 130
164 116
176 127


79 71
97 56
9 3
Commitment =a financial contribution firmly committed by DEG to a project enterprise or to its paitners
Overall investment =the entire financial requirements of the projects an the case of development banks only the DEG share)
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DEG is a German financing and consultancy in-
stitution for promoting the private sector in its
partner countries. The latter include the devel-
oping countries of Africa, Asia, Latin America
and Southern Europe. By broadening the defini-
fion of its business purpose DEG has acquired
further partner countries, the reforming coun-
tries of Central and Eastern Europe as well as
the newly independent countries which have
replaced the former Soviet Union.
DEG provides support to companies in the
countries indicated, particularly their partner-
ship with German and other European compa-
nies. In this context it is a general consultant for
private investments, joint ventures and other
forms of long-term intercompany cooperation.
DEG is one of the few internationally active
financial institutions offering a full package con-
taining investment and cooperation consult-
ancy, project financing in the form of long-term
loans and venture capital, as well as project sup-
port.
DEG has a qualified staff of more than 260,
offering DEG partners the benefit of experience
accumulated in connection with having fi-
nanced more than 560 projects in over 90 part-
ner countries.
DEG's activities are based on private-enterprise
principles. Its projects are profitable, environ-
mentally acceptable and make sense in develop-
ment policy terms..
DEG is prepared to take on commitments in
any area of the private sector.
3
Rainer von Othegraven
Chairman of DEG's
Board of Management
The result of business year 1992 was positive.
Once again DEG expanded its volume of busi-
ness considerably. The volume of new financial
commitments amounted to around DM 323 mil-
lion, the third-largest figure for new business
since the Company was founded. The strong
growth in the volume of business is reflected by
the fact that the commitments made over the
past four years, involving more than DM 300
million in each case, account for about two-
thirds of the current volume of commitments. In
other words, only about a third of the present
project-financing commitments have been in the
portfolio for five years or more.
The laroe volume of new commitments was
characterized by a strong increase in financing
assistance for development in the financial sec-
tor. This included in particular:
an expansion of the rediscount line for an
interregionally active bank which provides
loans to export-orientated companies in Latin
America and the Caribbean,
1- the provision of long-term funding for banks
in Indonesia where the government is withdraw-
ing from the banking sector in connection with
deregulation measures,
support for development of the tourism sector
through the cofinancing of a special financial
institution in Morocco,
use of a credit line by an Indian development
bank for the refinancing of German-Indian joint
ventures in accordance. with a general agree-
ment concluded in 1988.
4
Special importance will continue to be attached
to the promotion of development in the capital
market and to the expansion of the financial
sector in our partner countries. However, fur-
ther Growth in this sector will require taking
into account the need to balance our portfoflo
structure by sectors.
Environmental protection projects constitute
a new focus of DEG business. Environmental
acceptability is no longer just a parameter for
project business. For the first time projects are
being implemented with a specific view to envi-
ronmental protection:
A Brazilian corporate group in the chemicals
industry received long-term funding from DEG
earmarked specifically for environmental pro-
tection investments (modernization of waste-
water treatment, construction of a residue incin-
eration plant). The investments are being made
in accordance with the conditions imposed by
the German partner company. This is intended
to make possible compliance with German envi-
ronmental standards. 

n In the context of the Integrated Advisory Ser-
vice for Private Business Promotion in Partner
Countries (IAS) we examined the potential of
Indian and Thai companies for cooperation with
companies from Germany and other EC coun-
tries in the area of industrial environmental pro-
tection.
The volume of new business with regard to
loans increased by 40/0compared with the previ-
ous year, whereas the volume of newly acquired
equity stakes declined by 60.b.After adjustment
for loan repayments and sales of equity stakes,
lending accounted for just under three-fourths
of the overall portfolio at the end of 1992. Eq-
uity investments accounted for over a quarter of
the total, a fairly high percentage of the overall
portfolio in comparison with other institutions
of this kind. A solid and promising investment
portfolio will continue to be indispensable:for
strengthening the Company's earning power.
Asia accounted for the largest share of new
business in the report year. Viet Nam was added
as a new partner country..DEG commitments in
Samoa and Singapore ran out.
New business in Latin America and the
Caribbean continued at a relatively high level,
but declined somewhat in comparison with pre-
vious years. Commercial banks have reacted
positively to the economic recovery of this
region and strengthened their commitments in
these long-neglected markets. DEG acquired a
new partner country in this region, Antigua and
Barbuda.
5
The new commitments for projects in Africa
showed a growth of 261,b over the previous year,
a very positive trend, although no basic changes
have emerged in the difficult situation this
continent is facing. A mining project in Sierra
Leone resulted in an addition to the list of
partner countries. Foreign investments in The
processing industry sector continue to be low.
Since mid-1992, DEG has been active in the
Republic of South Africa in an advisory capac-
ity, i.e. to the extent that preparations are being
made for business investments that will be of
benefit primarily to The black population. Finan-
cial commitments are not yet possible.
DEG's commitment in Southwestern Europe
is gradually being phased out as Spanish and
Portuguese membership in the European Com-
munity takes effect on the basis of transition
schedules.
In terms of volume, financing business with
German partners was nearly as large as with
foreign partners (not counting local projects).
Companies from the EC countries dominated.
among the foreign partner companies.
Cooperation at the EC level has assumed a
new dimension now that the European single
market has been completed. DEG has added to
its range of financing services an EC facility
which can be made use of by companies from
European Community countries for projects in
developing countries. As of 1993 it will be able
to offer a further EC facility for projects in the
reforming countries of Eastern Europe.
In October 1992, DEG established a liaison
office in Brussels together with the Common-
wealth Development Corporation (CDC), based
in London, and the Nederlandse Financierings-
Maatschappij voor Ontwikkelingslanden
(FMO), based in The Hague. The EDFI —Euro-
pean Development Finance Institutions, Brus-
sels Office, is responsible for coordinating infor-
mation exchange between the Commission of
the European Community and the national
European development financing institutions.
The Compafifa Espaciola de Financiacidn del
Desarrollo S.A. (Cofides), based in Madrid, The
Sociêté Belge d'Investissement International
S.A. (SBI), based in Brussels, as well as the
Industrialiseringsfonden for Udviklingslandene
(IFU), based in Copenhagen, will become part-
ners in 1995.
DEG's commercial advisory services were
expanded. Close cooperation with the private
consulting sector has proven to be valuable in
connection with carrying out consulting con-
tracts.
During the report year advisory activities
were initiated in the reforming countries of Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe as well as in the newly
independent countries of the former Soviet
Union. At the same time, consulting activities
were intensified in support of medium-sized
German companies with foreign orientations,
particularly in the new German states.
The operating result before provision for
risks improved as a result of large increases in
recurrent and non-recurrent income from equity
investments. Provision for risk was increased as
a consequence of noticeably worsened country
risks in the course of 1992 and the beginning of
6
1993. As in the two previous years, a balance-
sheet profit was shown after provision for risk.
Parliamentary approval of the 1993 federal
budget created the prerequisites for increasing
the Company's capital by DM 200 million to a
total of DM 1,200 million. At the same time, the
Company's business purpose was broadened
with a view to DEG being able to initiate financ-
ing activities in the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe as well as in the newly inde-
pendent countries of the former Soviet Union.
DEG was 30 years old on September 14,
1992. We took the anniversary as an occasion to
examine the development-policy effects of our
financing and consulting activities in a broadly
based study. The results were published in the
report "Development through Private Indusny —
The Development-Policy Effects of the DEG" in
October 1992. The report documents in over-
view fashion the fact that DEG's promotion of
the private sector in developing countries has
had strong positive effects, even though general
conditions in the partner countries often leave
much to be desired. These effects include pro-
motion of local business, improvement of the
employment and income situation, an improved
foreign-exchange situation, as well as training,
know-how, technology transfer, diversification
and decentralization effects. At the same time, it
is shown that the promotion of private com-
panies is also possible with a non-subsidizing,
i.e. market-appropriate approach, such as em-
ployed by DEG.
In a symposium entitled "Social Market
Economy —Promotion of the Private Sector in
the Third World", held in Bonn on the occasion
of DEG's thirtieth anniversary on October 29,

1992, a group of high-ranking experts discussed
before representatives of the c_iovernment, indus-
try and administration sectors the basic 2eneral
conditions needed to establish a viable social
market economy system and its usefulness as a
model for the developing countries as well as for
the reforming countries of Eastern Europe. The
positive response to this symposium confirmed
our intention to hold similar public discussions
on further issues of key interest taken from
DEG's field of business.
Printed on chlorine-
free bleached paper
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DEG - German Investment and
Development Company
Belvederestrasse40
0-30933 Main (81iingersdorf)
Telephone (+49.2 21) 49 86-0
Fax (+49-2 21) 4986-290
CDC's OFFICES
CARIBBEAN
Cayman Islands • Belize • Jamaica
Turks and Caicos Islands
PO Box 23 lagston (The CDC Building,
2 Holborn Road, Mngston 10), Jamaica.
Telephone: Jamaica 9261164
Telcr: 2912154. Fax:Jamaica 9261166
Anguilla • Antigua • Barbados
British Virgin Islands • Dominica
Grenada • Guyana • Montserrat
St Kits and Nevis • St L.ucia
St Vincent • Trinidad and Tobago
PO Box 1-392, (Ground floor, Cufloden
Office Complex, Lower Collymore Rock),
St Michael, Bridgetown, Barbados,
West Indies.
Telephone: Barbados 4369890
Telex: 3922236
Far Barbados 4361504
CENTRALANDSOUTHAMERICA
Costa Rica • Dominican Republic
Ecuador • Honduras • Nicaragua
Apartado 721-1030,
(3cl- Pia), Ed:a:a San Jorge
Calle 40, Paseo ColOn) San José,
Costa Rica.
Telephone: Costa Rico 220969/220992
Telex: 3762701
Fax: Costa Rica 220890
WESTAFRICA
ate d'Ivoire • Liberia
The Gambia • Sierra Leone
04 BP 161, (1 er Etage, Irnmeuble les
Harmonies, Bd Carde-Plateau),
Abidjan 04, ate &Noire.
Telephone: are avoire 216590
Telex: 98322371
Fax: Dike divoire 210239
Ghana
PO Box 565, (Resco House,
90 Rngway Estate), .Accra, Ghana
Telephone: Accra 772037/772108
Telex. 942483. Fax: Accra 773117
Cameroon • Nigeria
IS Thompson Avenue,
Lagos, Nigeria.
Telephone: Lagos 1688921/12691003
Telex: 9052-3209
Fax: Lagos 12690996
CENTRALAFRICA
Malawi
PO Box 30397, (Development House,
Capital City Centre). Lilongwe 3, Malawi.
Telephone: Malawi
780222/780410/780417
Telex: 90444559. Fax: Malawi 780585
Zambia • laIre
PO Box 32070, (1st Floor, Anglo
American Building,
74 Independence Avenue),
Lusaka, Zambia.
Telephone: Lusaka 229057/8/9
Telex: 90242660 Far: Lusaka 250122
Botswana • Namibia • Zimbabwe
PO Box 3755, (1st Floor, ZDB House,
99-101 Rouen Row), Harare, Zimbabwe.
Telephone: Harare 704433/708343/4
Telex: 90722459. Far: Harare 705503
Mozambique
Enquiriesto a/c CrownAgents, Predio
PaulinoSanos Gil, Terceiro Andar,
Ay25 de Setembro 15S, Caixa Postal,
4073,Mapulo, Mozambique.
Telephone: A's:ambigua 34290
Telex: 6126M0
SOUTHERNAFRICA
Lesotho • Mauridus • Swaziland
PO Box 133, (Sokharnlilo
CornerJohnszcne/lVaiker Sfreets),
Mbabane, Swarliand.
TelePhone: Suaziland 42051/4
Telex. 9642228. Far: Swaziland 45185
EASTAFRICA
Ethiopia • Kenya • Rwanda
Seychelles • Sudan • Uganda
PO Box 43233. (Commonwealth House,
Moi Avenue), Nairobi, Kenya.
Telephone: Nairobi 219952/3/4
Telex: 98722230. Fax: Nairobi 219744
Tanzania-
PO Box 2535. (IDFL 015ce Block,
Corner Upanga Road/Ohio Street),
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
Telephone: Dar es Salaam
20283/46281/25416
Telex: 98941296
Fax: Dor a Saloom 46720
SOUTHASIA
India
Vijaya Building, 3rd Floor,
17 Barahamba Road,
New Delhi 110001. India.
Telephone: New Delhi
3317590/3315634/3315627
Telex: 813162243
Far: New Delhi 3311666
Pakistan • Sri Lanka
123 First Floor, Sheraton Arcade,
Sheraton Hotel, Club Road,
Karachi 75530, Pakistan.
Telephone:Karachi 5662195/5688231
Far: Karachi 5685264
SOUTHEASTASIA
Malaysia • Philippines • Singapore
PO Box 10494, (Le%el 2, Wisma Tong Ah,
1 Jalan Perak 50450 Kuala Lumpur),
50714 Kuala Lumpur. Maysia
Telephone: Kuala Lumpur 2613088
Tiler: 8430865
Fat Kuala Lumpur 2611162
Indonesia
PO Box4332, (IOdhLevel, \ Visma
Metropolitan l,JaianJendral Su dirman,
Jakarta 12920).Jaka.-1.212043,Indonesia.
Telephone: Jakara
514993/5710425/5710166
Telex: 7365329
Fax:Jakar(a 514902
Bangladesh • Hong Kong • Thailand
PO Box 2653, 2nd Floor,
55 Rachadapisek Road,
(Asoke-Lardprao),
Huay Kwang, Bangkok 10310),
Bangkok 10501, Thland.
Telephone: Bangkok 2462547/8
Telex: 8684767
Far: Bangkok 2464968
PACIFICISLANDS
Fiji • Papua New Guinea
Solomon Islands • Vanuatu
PO Box 907, CvlacGregor St.
Secdon S Lot 12, Granville),
Port Moresby, Papua Sew Guinea.
Telephones PNG 212881/212944/214023
Telex: 70323351
Fax PNG 212867
cli7c
Conunonwealth Development Corporation, One Bessborough Gardens, LondonSWIV2JQ
Telephone: (national) 071 828 4488,(internadonal) +4471 8284488
Telet (national)21431VELOPG, (international)+5121431VELOPG
Fax.:(national)0718266505,(international)+4471 6286505
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CDC's OFFICES
CARIBBEAN SOUTHERNAFRICA
Cayman !elands • !Mae • Jamaica
Turks and Cake* Islands
PO Box 23 Kingston (Tlw (DC Building. 2 1-1,45arnRoad.
Killgown)..lanmiL2
TO:rphohr: “, 72(51(4
Tchur 29)2144. Far jumoira 9261126
Anguilla • .4otigna • Barbados • Bridal! Virgin islands
Dominica • Grenada • Gutana • Montserrat
St Kins and Sonia • St Luria
St NIncent • Trinidad and Tobago
PO Box 1:392.(Ground Gros Culloden Orice Corn4lcx. bower
Co2yrnore lairt).si Michael. Bndeelown. Brbodys. 1%es: ladies.
Teleplonie: Be rboeno 1369590
Telrf: 5n, nn l6
FO-1: rbathe 4,50):Bre
CENTRa AND SCull AMERICA
Costa Rica • Dominican Republic • Ecuador • Hondura
Nicaragua
Aparoclo 72 I•1000, Cler Peen.iitScio54-21.1,40 44. Pp4.e
Coiln) San Joao. Costa Piot
T, 5cenro,
17,, flew Rica 220540
V.EST APAICA
Cur divoire • 1;1,er:a
The Gambia • Sier a Lonna
04 BP I GI. (1 en Eame.Immeable Crre 

Lesotho • tlaurijus •S wieriland
('o Bus 133. {SW bar blu BaildioR Osier iiiimmonerMLIier
sines.), Mbabane. Sari:Can&
Telephone:5n 4205152
Telex- 222$ lID Ray Si, onilosul 45125
India
1i Golf Liais Nov 71,4hi. 10003 India,
Ian Nea SeSr.:dr.:15S
Pakistan • Sri Lanka
12i ii:st nor Sheraton Arcade, Sheraton Rob+ Club Food
Sera in 75r Pa: ision,
LAST AFRICA
Ethiopia • Kenya • Roanda • Seychelles • Sudan • Uganda
PO Boa 43233. (Cerninons cora Haute, !Uri Avenue),
Nairobi. Erma.
Telephone: '4:0 obi 411953373/4
Tanzania
PO Boe 2535. (T911047ce Block. Corner lipanca Roacikthio
Siren). Dro ee S:Ursa. TaJzania.
War 9ESUO96
SOUTH. ASA
Tele r 4,441471
FrJu C240 e 210259 Far Karecli 56532(4
Ghana
PO Sox 565. (Kisco Hake. 90 P so,
Teiedu 442433. Frule Arne: 773117
Cameroon • Nigeria
PG Boa 5(906. (IS Thompson ;sena e) (10)1 La:" k3';''' 7Flcr 44202:.5 1
SDUTri ELS- FS:A
Malaysia • Philippines • Singapore • 11eknam
90 Eon INS:. e-er ei 2. Wars Tong Sh, 1 iron Perak 50450
Krala Lun7uC. 50734 :Cara Lumpur. Mairysio.
Tnicon 90523209
F0474,gos 12694116
CENTRALAFRICA
Malsoi
PO Box 30297. (Develop:nem Hor.e. Capita: C7 Ceri:41.
Lilongwe S
Telephonae.Mak wi 760222: 720917. 7/1444
Trier P0444329. FIL17 "aId 750385
Zambia • Zaire
PO Box 32090. (let Mohr. Anglo American BuOrre.
74 independence Avenue). Lusaka, Za=bta.
Telephone: Lusoke 227057, 5,9 •
Telex: 90242560. Aux Dunk(' 250122
Botswana • Namibia • Zimbabwe
PO Box 3758. (4th noon jot Union Ave).
Barre, Zimbabwe.
Telephoht lienure 7242565724237:724288
Telex: 90722989. Far; Harare 703503
Mozambique
Enquiries to:We Crown Agents, Predio Patdino SareonGil
Tereeiro Andar, Av 25 de Seiembro 509, Cates Postal, 4073.
Maputo, Mozambique.
Terephone: Afouurn Lague 84190
Telex: 6126510 

Indonesia
PO Box 4232 iirith Laoel Wiema tleiropoiiian I. Bdaniendral
Sadrn an Jakana 12920.) Jakana 15043 Indonesia
Perephoree:Jui sae 5710425 57101(6 5259995
itler 7363219
Tar. Jac 5:4402
Bangladesh • Hone Kong • Thailand
('O Bon 2653 .2:to 57oer Snkrukat Br(deng
55 Raehacram) Feud ter .eaLadprao),
!dray Kar Ergeo) 103i0)
SangSok :0551 5ThaJkod
Telephone: Bun;104 24C2547,8
Telex: 8(547E7
Fax Baugh(); 24694C8
PACIFIC ISLANDS
Fiji • Papua New Guinea
Solomon Islands • Vanuatu
PO Box P07, (MacGregor St.Section 8 Los I 2, Gramille).
Port Moresby, Papua Nnv Guinea
Tekpldane: PSG 2128511212949/214023
Fax PNG 212567
•
cit
Commonwealth Development Corporasion, One Bessborough Gardens, London SWIV
Telephone: (national) 071 828 4458, (international) +44 71 828 4488
Telex: (national) 21 431 rELOP G, (international) +51 21431 VELOP G
Fax: (national) 071 828 6505, (international) +44 71 828 6505
rilDIEMEER 1953
Provides finance and offers long-term loans
and risk capital to new and existing
enterprises. lt also manages and owns a
number of companies.
CDC
CDC
Operates in 51 countries and has offices in
13. Last year investments and commitments
worldwide were over £1.4 billion. The
network of offices. supported by 45 years of
specialist experience gained working
overseas, gives CDC a unique understanding
of the countries in wr-ich it operates.
CDC

Understands the -,vay business wo.ks in
developing counthes
Takes a long-term view
Takes risk —particu:arly country risk
Adds value
Rec.}des funds into new investments
invests in financial ir.zermediaries
CDC
Finances enterprises across a range of sectors —
Agriculture, Agroprocessing, Aquaculture,
Financial Services. Forestry, Industrial
Estates, Manufacturing, Mineral Resources,
Power and Water, Property Development
and Housing, Public Utilities, Telecommuni-
cations, Tourism and Hotels, Transport. A.I1
projects must be financially viable,
technically feasible and environmentally,
socially and developmentally sound.
INVESTMENT TERMS
CDC
Invests between £500000 and £30 million in
a business but does not normally finance
more than 35% of the total project costs.
Lends in S.-sterling and USS.
Prefers equity investments to be less than
20%. On occasion! CDC takes a controlling
interest, in which case it provides
nanagement.
interest rates are :ixed and based on long-
:erM market rates, plus a margin reflecting
country and market risk.
Ch.,,,rgesfront-end an.dcommdment fees.
Detelmines grace and repayment terms
according to the cash now of each business.
Realises its investments on a willing
seller/willing buyer basis.
For further information on how to apply for
CDC funding contact the Business Development
Deportment, CDC, One Bessbarough Gardens, London
SW111.9,10.Tel: 071 828 4488. Fox 071 82 6505 or
one of CDC's overseas offices Hated on the back of
this publication.
CDC has .
£1.5 BILLION INVESTEDAND
COMMITTED IN 327 COMPANIES
WORLDWIDE-57% IN THE
PRIVATESECTOR.
£654 MILLION IN FENEWABLE
NA TL1RALRESOURCES
£285 MILLION IN POWER
AND LA TER
£188 MILLION IN INDUSTRY
£132 MILLION IN DEVELOPMENT
COMPANIESAND FINANCIAL
INTERMEDIARIES
£83 MILLION IN HOUSINGFINANCE
£50 MILLION IN MINERALS
£45 MILLION IN
'TELECOMMUNICATIONS
£35 MILLION IN HOTELS
£14 MILLION IN TRANSPORT
á
FINANCING DEVELOPMENT
IN ASIA, LATIN AMERICA
AND THE MEDITERFIANEAN
'
— *"'"
ot-
PARTNERS IN DEVELOPMENT
The European Community supports
sustainable economic growth in the
developingcountries of Asia, Latin America
and the Mediterranean. One of the
instruments set up to achieve this is EC
Investment Partners. ECIPis an integrated
plogramme which acts to facilitate all the
variousstages of joint venturecreation and
operation. It aims at small and medium
sized companies, bur large companies
can also benefit if lheir projects have
particular developmental value for the
countryconcerned.
CDCis theBritishdevelopmentfinance institution.Ifs
purposeis to assist OVeiSeaS countriesin the
developmentof their economiesIt does!his by
investinginnewofexistingeniefprises,concentrating
on theprivatesector.It atsomenaces Endownsa
numberofcompanies.
Withcommitmentsand investmentsof overElA
billionin350enterprisesacrossaraneeofsectorsin
48 countriesEnd45 yearsof specialistexperience,
CDChasa pnigpeunde:sfandingof thecountriesin
whichit opeiates.
CDCisoneofthefinancialinstitutionsthroughwhich
ECIPoperates.It is theonlydevelopmentlinence
institutionactingforECIPintheUK.
at CDCwillscreenallenquiriesandproposals.ProjectswhichmeetourownandtheEC'sinvestmentcriteria
and in which there is an opportunityfor CDC
investmentwill beconsidered.All projectsmustbe
financially viable, technically feasible and
environmentally,sociallyanddevelopmentallysound.
SECTORSIR WHICHCDCOPERATESAolicanure,xvo-pro:exsing.ATacorIcre,FinancierSewi;es,ForesAy.Inct:firialEsieles.I.P,EnuDcluring.
Minya:atouces. PowerOnoV:Vel.ProptlyOeueloprnen:ant HoaTinoPublicLIfilines.TerecororricnicAlions,louisrn AT
 Chl;rels,Tronsporl.



HOW TOINTRODUCE
A PROPOSAL
CDC will requirethefollowinginformation:
IDENTIFICATIONFPROJECTSANDPARTNERS
descripkonoftheoroanisationwhichmakestheproposalndofthe
groupofcompaniesil wishes10maketheidentificationexercisefor,
descdptionoftheproposedaction,
limetabteofthedetailedactionpoints,
proposedbudgetallocation.
FACILITY /1
L.
FACILITYI
FACILITY FACILITY
rREPARATIONFORTHECREATIONOFASPECIFICJOT VENTURE
descriptionof thecompanywhichmakestheproposal,including
financialintormation,
businesstrategyforpursuingtheprojcctricioreview,
outlineofthe:investmentprojectthatwillbeanatysed,
workplanfortheaction,
budgetbreakdownfortheproposed2:ii011.
FACILITY FACILITY
FNANCINGOFCAPITALREOUIREMENTS
descriptionofthejoin;venturepartners,
descriptionoftheinvestment(sector,sioe,financialpro;eclions),
analysisof the technical,economic,financialandregulatory
feasibilityof theinvestment(typicallythiscouldbethereportlhal
hascomeoulofthepreparationphase,butthereisnoobligationto
usetheECIPfacilitiesuccessively),
amountofequityrequestedandproposedfinancialstructureof the
company.
FACILITYAr
A HUMANRESOURCED VELOPMENT
FACILITTa • descriptionofTheneworexistingjointventure,a
descriptionoftheactionlobefinanced.
workprogramme,
budgetbreakdown.
ECIP'S ESSENTIAL FEATURES
TYPE OF
OPERATION
TYP
BENEFICIARIESACCESSFIN
FACILITY
IdentificaUonfpotentialjointChambers ofcommerce,The beneficiarymayapplyGrant
ventureprojectsEndpadnersprofessional associations,directly totheECorthrough
publicagenciesendfinanciala financialinstitution
institutions.Individual
c.ompaniesmaynotbenefit
fromfacility1
FACILITY:-;
Operatiors2rior10ranchingLocal orEuropeancompanies,Application lo bemadetivoughInterest
a c!inte:tho individuallyora fEnEncialinstituUenyears 1
jointly,v,..shingtoundertakeaconvert
jointventureinvestmentprojedproject
intoag
FACILITY'
FinancingofCapitalJoint venturesestabtishedbyApplication tobemadeThroughEquity
Requirementspartners fromtheECandfroma financialinstitution
eligiblecountriesBothpadners Thefin:
musthave2meaningful co-firz.
participation
making
investmentsunder2licensing
andtechnicalssistance
agreementwithanECcompany
FACILITY/I
HumanResourcedevelopment:Joint venturesestablishedby ApplicationtobemadethroughInterest
trainingandmanagementpartners fromtheECandfroma financialinstitutionalter 1W
mistanceeligible countries.Bothpartners
musthaveameaningful TheWu
participation
Localcompaniesmaking
investmentsunderalicensing
andtechnicalassistance
aoreementwithanECcompany
DEG—Denim:he und
EnlwicklungsgeseIlsehall nibU
Partner DEG:A BriefPortrait
Business Cooperations
in Developini-C-oluctries,the Reforming Countries
of Central and Eastern—tirropeand
the Commonwealth of Independent States
DEG-=An Overview
Financing


1992 1991
New business Commitments (number) 48 55
Commiunents (mi:lions of D5.2) 325 315
Total businessnce 1962
(cumulative)
Enterprises (number) 562 543
Countries (number) 92 89
Commit:tents (millions of DM) 3/276 2;e51
Overallinvestments (billions of D51) 31.8 30.0
Portfolio
(net commitments
at end of year)
Enterprises (number) 306 318
Countries (number) 73 72
Equity (millions of DM) 535 584
Loans (millions of DM) 1,503 1,277
Guarantees (miilions of DM) 14 16
Total net commitments (millions of D51) 2,052 1,877
Overall investments (b lEons of DM) 24.6 25.5
Consultancy



Settled accounts (number) 49 34
Turnover (millions of DM) 14.1 10.4
Commitment = a financial contribution firmly committrd by DEG to c prof col compcny or to its partners
0:brai1 myosin:errs = the emire financial re:pl.:en:ems of the pro/cots (in :i:e case of debelopmem bc,:ks only the DEG share)
New Partner Countriesin the DEGBusiness
Armenia* Georgia Moldova* Turkmenistan*
Azerbaijan* Hungary Poland - Ukraine*
Belarus* Kazakhstan* Romania Uzbekistan*
Bulgaria Kyrgyzstan* Russia*


Czech Republic Latvia Slovak Republic


Estonia Lithuania Tajikistan*


I r.) member countries of the Commonwealth of Independent States (OS)
DEG —The Company
Mission and Role
DEG is the German financing End consultative
institution promoting private enterprise in its
partner countries. These partner countries
include the developing countries of Africa, Asia,
Latin America and Southern Europe and since
the beginning of 1993 also the Reforming Coun-
tiles of Central and Eastern Europe and the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).
DEG promotes enterprises in the said countries,
particularly their partnership whh German and
other European investors. In this function DEG
is the universal partner for private investments,
joint ventures and other forms of long-term busi-
ness cooperation.
DEG is one of the few internationally operating
institutes able to offer a full package containing
investment and cooperation consultancy, invest-
ment financing in the form of long-term loans
and risk capital, as well as project backup.
DEG has a qualified staff of over 260. As part of
its project cooperation, DEG staff pass on to
DEG partners the experience gained in more
than 560 project financing schemes in over 90
partner countries.
DEG operate§ in accordance with private enter-
prise principles. Its projects are profitable, en-
vironment-compatible, and make sense in terms
of economy as a whole.
Business Partners
DEG business partners are successful enterprises
deploying a competitive technology and prepared
to enter into investment partnerships or other
long-term cooperations, to open up new markets,
to secure and extend existing outlets, to extract
and process raw materials, or to benefit from
cost advantages.
DEG infoims entrepreneurs from the Federal
Republic of Germany and the partner countries
on cooperation opportunities in their business
sector and advises its partners in the implemen-
tation of concrete projects.
DEG preferably finances joint venture projects in
its partner countries with qualified local and/or
foreign partners.
Sectoral Range
DEG offers advice and project finance in all
sectors where private-enterprise management is
assured. There are no particular priorities.
Country Risk
DEG offers advice in cooperation projects and
finances investments in all partner countries with
acceptable investment conditions for private
investors and a sustainable country risk. During
the entire term of the project
private-enterprise management,
adequate protection forforeign capital invest-
ment and
.
transfer of earnings and capital
must be assured.
•
Financing
DEG Project Types
Project types co-financed by DEG in Thepartner
countries include:
Joint venture projects between local and
German companies but also between local
and other foreign companies,
1000'0subsidiaries of German and other
foreign parent companies,
local companies without foreign shareholders.
Project Financing
DEG's financing range is oriented to the project
company in Theinvestment country and not di-
rectly to The investor (principle of project financ-
ing).
This means that DEG funds always flow into
the jointly financed project company and are not
made available to the investor for refinancing his
own financial contribution.
Scale of DEG's
Financial Contribution
DEG's share in overall finance is in a reasonable
proportion to the size of the planned project,
while adhering to the principles of strict risk pol-
icy. With its investment in the capital of the pro-
ject company, DEG always remains a minority
partner.
DEG's financial contributions are normally
between DM 1 million and DM 50 million. In
major projects. DEG can assure total financial
needs by means of syndicated loans. In the case
of smaller projects with an external financial
requirement of less than DM 1 million, DEG,
acTina in the client's interest, arranges adequate
local financing in the partner countly
Financing Instruments
DEG has a wide range of financing instruments
available for investment in partner countries:
long-term loans in DM and in US S - or other
hard currency as well in exceptional cases,
risk investment,
risk-reduced investment,
sureties and guarantees within The scope of
project financing,
finance from the European Community's
facility E.C. Investment Partners" for projects
in developing countries (except ACP States),
finance from the European Community's
joint Venture Phare Programme JO,PP" for
projects in Central and East Europe.an cowl-
• tries.
A combination of the above financing instru-
ments is possible.
DEG financing services may be used both for
new business ventures and for investment in
extensions, rationalization and modernization or
for financial restructuring, but not for straight
refunding schemes.
The conditions are market-oriented and
tailored to specific projects.
Consultancy
Full Service
DEG offers its business partners comprehensive
consultancy in all phases of the planning, prepa-
ration, implementation and control of coopera-
tion and investment projects. Where DEG does
not perform specific services itself, it obtains
these from competent sources for its clients.
Consultancy Focuses
The DEG consultancy range covers the following
main areas:
internationalization consultancy
including comparative site studies and assist-
ance in seeking partners;
project-related concept developmeiits
including the preparation of financing
concepts;
operational consultancy
with pre-investment analyses, business assess-

ments and proposals for management control;
project backup in conjunction with project
financing:
DEG backs its joint venture partners with
advice in commercial, organizational and per-
sonnel questions upon request, or if required
to do so by the economic situation of the pro-
ject enterprise;
o consultancy for quasi-governmentinstitutions
in promoting private enterprise:
DEG draws up potential analyses, formulates
development strategies and implements
promotional measures.
Special Programmes
DEG advises German companies and companies
in selected partner countries in questions of busi-
ness cooperation On behalf of the Federal Minis-
:1y for Economic Cooperation and Development
as well as of the Commission of the European
Community. DEG cooperation consultants have
been based in some of these countries. Their
work on the spot is supplemented by DEG coun-
try-related consultancy services in the Federal
Republic of Germany.
Conditions
Consultancy services are available separately
from or in conjunction with a DEG financing
scheme. Consultancy fees are agreed from case
to case. Any advisory services offered within the
scope of special programmes are free of charge.
YourContact§at DEG
Companies interested in investments in the DEG
partner countries should apply informally to the
following departments at DEG @telephoneexten-
sion in brackets):
West and South Asia
Klaus Heidenreich (305)
Southeast Asia (Asean)
Bernd Ttimmers (315)
East Asia, Oceania
:Alexander von Girsewald (524)
East Africa
Berndt Heymanns (549)
Southern Africa
Karl - Heinz Kolz (567)
Central Africa
Max S. Jiintgen (370)
South America
Kersten Buchholtz (443)
CeUtralAmerica, Mexico, Caribbean,
Southwest Europe
Hendrik Uhl (448)
Middle East, Southeast Europe,
Asian Countries of CIS
Rolf Gerber (421)
North and West Africa
Hildegard Kraus (431)
Central and East European Countries,
European Countries of CIS
Klaus Overbeck (310)
Marketing
Hans Joachim Hebgen (402)
Consulting Activities
Reinhard Bollmann (433)
DEG - Deutsche Investitions- und
Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbfl
DEG - German Investment and
Development Company
Belvederestrasse 40
D-50933 Kahl (Mtingersdorl)
Telephone (+49-221) 49 86-0
Fax (+49-221) 4986-290
TRADEMISSIONS THE FINANCIALYEAR94/95 PROGRAMME
7
NAME


COMPANY NAME


ADC;r c5 	
TEL:


and return to:
Christiane Chidley
The London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
World Trade
33 Queen Street, London EC4R 1AP
Tel: 071 248 4444
Fax: 071-489 0391
(PLEASE AFFN YOUREUSINESE C.A.7DHEEE)
If you are interested in any of the Trade Missions listed, please photocopy and return
and we will send you more detailed information as it becomes available.
1994
13-18 February Bulgaria


Robert Anthony Tel: 071-208 1828 I 

11-22 April Tunisia & Morocco SEEAC:mnerceE.Industry Tracey Jacob Tel:071-203 1827 I


Ear.:;:edu




C:7-er:eD.:er;eur



7-16May Syria & Jordan £290 (DTIGram) Tracey Jacob Tel: 071-2031827


16-20May Vietnam 6705 (DTIGrant) Laura Bishop Tel: 071-2031820 lI
2024.June Indonesia £790(DTIGrant) Laura Bishop Tel: 071-2031820
	 i
20June -1 July Japan 6740(DTIGrant) David Roberts Tel: 071-2031826 Li
20June -1 July Australia & New Zealand £860(DTIGrant) Laura Bishop Tel: 071-2031820 Ell


Ala UK)



June Luxembourg,European


Beth RayneyCucala Tel: 071-2031837 I


InformationBureau



June/July Russia £340(DTIGrant) Robert Anthony Tel: 071-2031828 Li
5-16September Hong Kong & China £585(DTIGrant) David Roberts Tel: 071-2031826 Li
26September- Brazil £650(DTIGrant) Merilyn Potter Tel: 071-2031825 07 October




October Ethiopia & Uganda £575(DTIGrant) Tracey Jacob Tel: 071-2031827 0
October Korea £745(DTIGrant) David Roberts Tel: 071-2031826 0
November Colombia/Venezuela £645(DTIGrant) Merilyn Potter Tel: 071-2031825 0
November Cyprus& Malta £275(DTIGrant) Beth RayneyCucala Tel: 071-2031837 0
November European Commission,Brussels


Beth RayneyCucala Tel: 071-2031837 0
November Oman& UAE £445(DTIGrant) Tracey Jacob Tel: 071-2031827 0
November Philippines £735(DTIGrant) Laura Bishop Tel: 071-2031820 0
November Slovenia


Robert Anthony Tel: 071-2031828 EJ
figures.shown for financial support indicate the level of DTI grant enailable and relate to the highest rated market on the mission.
EXHIBITIONS THE FINANCIALYEAR 94/95 PROGRAMME
NAME


COMPANYNAIVE 

AchAFS


TEL'	
and return to:
Clare Burton or Roger Pilkington
The London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Exhibitions
Europe House,
World Trade Centre, London El 9AA
Tel: 071- 488 3399
Fax: 071-702 0056
(PLEASEAFF'.)(YOURBUSINESS
If you are interested in any of the Overseas Exhibitions listed, please photocopy and return
and we will send you more detailed information as it becomes available.


Kt/SRA 'Me ti


1994
10-13 January
22-25 January
1-4 March
11-16 March
12-15 April
6-9 May
2-6 October
11-14 October
13-16 October
1995
January
22-25 January
March
March
May
HORECAVA 94
Food, Hotel & Catering Exhibition
MEFEX 94
Eth Food, Hotel & Catering Exhibition
SICUR 94
International Security, Safety and Fire Exhibition
INTERNORGA 94
Food, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, Bakery and Confectionery.
FOOD & HOTEL ASIA 94
9ThAsian International Exhibition of Food & Drink, Hotel, Restaurant
& Catering Equipment, Supplies and Services
MIDO 94
Optics, Optometry & Ophthalmology Exhibition
SAUDI AGRICULTURE 94
13th Agriculture, Irrigation and
Agri-Industry Show
SECURITY ESSEN 94
International Exhibition for Security
INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY SHOW 94
Food, Hotel, Catering and Hospitality
HORECAVA 95
Food, Hotel & Catering Exhibition
SAUDI FOOD 95
Food, Hotel and Catering
INTERNORGA95
Food,Hotel, Catering, Restaurant, Bakery and Confectionery
EGUITANA 95
Equestrian Show
MIDO 95
Optics, Optometry & Ophthalmology Exhibition
E4/090
E4/091
E4/092
E4/093
E4/094
E4/098
E4/001
E4/002
E4/003
E5/004
E5/005
E5/006
E5/007
E5/008
Amsterdam,
NetherInnds
Bahrain
Madrid,
Spain
Hamburg,
Germany
Singapore
Milan,
Italy
Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia
Essen,
Germany
Bangkok,
Thailand
Amsterdam,
Netherlands
Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia
Hamburg,
Germany
Essen,
Germany
Milan,
Italy
I I
I 

I 1
Ti
I I
II
LI
Vitra..4:-V;rctkiS
TRADEMISSIONS THE FINANCIALYEAR94/95 PROGR




:"Disruvrizorit fititr
1995
February
February
Malaysia
. Jameica/Puerto Rico
£705(DTIGrant)
£470(DTIGrant)
Laura Bishop
Merilyn Potter
Tel: 071-2031,
Tel: 071-:( 1,
March Chile/Argentina £795(DTIGrant) Merilyn Potter
Tel: 071-71 1(
March Sri Lanka £533(DTIGrant) Tracey Jacob Tel: 0
71-; 11
March Turkey £275(DTIGrant) Beth RayneyCucala Tel: 071--11(


Ukraine £340(DTIGrant) RobertAnthony Tel: 071-2u31:


Poland £200(DTIGrant) RobertAnthony Tel: 071-I 1:
CHAMBER SERVICES
The Chamber also provides a number of services which complement
our trade missions and exhibitions programme, including:
Market Information
Reduced rate documentation, such as ATA Carnets
Discounted travel insurance
Workshops and seminars
Training
as well as advice on:
exporting
movement of goods
payment terms
import charges 

importing
customs
distribution procedures
marketing
If you would like to know more about these and other services, please
call the Membership Department
Tel: 071-203 1809
COMING EVENTS JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1994
LONDONc ICHA MBER
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY



DEPARIMENT


rA
January 1994




11January Meeting with Commercial Secretary,
BritisffEmbassy, Bucharest
1603 a Europe Bob Anthony 071 203 16280
13January Joint Meeting wnh CBI to meet group led by President of 1530 la Europe Bob Anthony 071 203 182B=


Aibainian Chamber of Commerce



17January Business Opportunities in Water Treatment & Pollution Morning E World Trade Laura Bishop 071 203 1E200


Control in India &Thailand Milli CDC)



18January Foundation Course in Exporting 0330-1630 !,..91Training Lorraine Geiger 071203 1E50=7
19January Crossrail Presentation & Reception 1800-2030 cc.EVenis Melanie Dewitt 071203 18751=1
20January Landlord &Tenant Law. An up-date on current law issues
concernina Commercial and Residential Leases:
1745-2030 g Events Melanie Dewitt 071 203 18750


Presentedly Binks Stern - Solicitors



24-25January
26January
Effective Teams: 2 day woi kshop for managers wanting to
work effectively through formal and iriformal teams
Small Business Club (BankInter:El-Arsyeupayingovertheoddsif
0500-1730
1945.2070
7 ExecutiveLa-Development
ie2e• Events
Judy Rogers
Lorraine DECosta
071 203 1879lO
071 203 1E74


Presented by Independent Bank Atui-ting Ltd



28January Boardroom Effectiveness• intense 1 day wofkshop for 0500-1730 71--Executive Judy Rogers 071203 18790


Chairmen, EtEcutiveand Non-ExECUtiveDirectors,
Managing and Senior Partners


V--f--•Development


2 February Jubilee Line Extension 0930-1430 Events Lorraine De Costa 071203 18740


Sub Contract Opportunities



1,3,4February Select, Retain, Develop Key Staff: 3 day workshop for
managers responsible for defining staff requirements
through nomanaging performance
0900-17n Exocutive
Development
Judy Rogers 071 203 16790
i February Meeting with Hunagarian Business Delegation


el Europe Bob Anthony 071 203 18280
-8 February Selling on the Upturn: 2 day course to improve effectiveness
in generating leads and securing business
0500-1730 Executive
Development
Judy Rogers 071 203 1879CD
- 2atetcbeadvisedl BAA PLCWarwick Airport) Presentation & Reception 1800-2000 Events Ian Weatherhead 071203 1877=1
February Introduction to Importing 0930-1630 Ea Training Lorraine Geiger 071 203 16E0Or
10-11February Finance for Managers: 2 day workshop covering the
essentials of financial and management accounting for
middle end senior managers
0930-173D "7Executive
l'–`=•Development
Judy Rogers 071 203 1679=9
5February Exporting: Understanding the Paperwork 0930-1230 .1111Training Lorraine Geiger 071203 1860=,
15February Finance: Documentary Letters of Credit 1330-1630 Training
ar- 1
Lorraine Geiger 071 203 1E80O
I-17 February Negotiation - FromConfrontation to Collaboration: 2 day
workshop for managers negotiating within their own
organisation or with clients and suppliers
0900-1730 Executive
Development
Judy Rogers 071 203 18791-7
'1 February Tele-Appointing 0230-1700 Training Lorraine Geiger 071 203 1880L=
February Making the Business Case: 1 day workshop on writing and
presenting proposals for middle and senior managers
0903-1730 Executive
Development
Judy Rogers 071203 11379=
February Planning Your Exports Seminar 0900-1700 is Europe Z Peacock 071 203 183410
24February Exporting Your Services Seminar 090D-1630 El Europe Z Peacock 071 203 1834=
February Luncheon:The Rt Hon John Gummer MP 1230-1500 31 Events Ian We atherheed 071 203 1877


Secretary of State - Department of the Environment



44-25February Managing Change:2 day workshop providing managers with
the concepts and techniques to manage change with and
through people
0900-1730 Executive
1-4--r1Development
Judy Rogers 071 203 1879I=E1
le lobe advised) Members Open Day


Membership Marie King 071203 180E11=
March




Inciteto beady;sedl Doing Business with Metz and the Moselle Region 1503-2000 Europe Beth RayneyCucala 071203 12370
March Property & Construction Group Meeting & Reception 1745-2000 0..••Events Melanie Dewitt 071 203 1E75=


Mr Chrrstopher Howes, Chief Executive, Crown Estate



02 March Distribution:The Movement of Exports & Customs 0930-1630 M Training Lorraine Geiger 071203 11360=


Procedures



March Presenting at Conferences: 2 day course covering the skills
necessary to address conferences or formal groups
0900-1730 Pi:vcelpvmeent Judy Rogers 071 203 1E791=1
COMING EVENTS JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1994
LONDON CHAMBER
COMMERCE JAND INDUSTRY
Emirs
Managing Key Customers: 2 day workshop for those
reponsible for developing current customer relationships End
new business opportunities.
Seminar on Expon Distribution
Foundation Course in Exporting
Seminar on Export Payments
Communicating: 2 day workshop for managers to enhance
their range of communication skills and see how behaviours
may be interpreted by others
BAA PLCIStansted Airport) Presentation & Reception
Slovenia - Inward Mission and Conference
Organising end Opening the Sale
Planning your Exports Seminar
Import CustomsPra:lice
Exponing Your Services Seminer
Finance for the Non Financial Executive
Personal Effectiveness: 1 day workshop giving managers the
opportunity to rethink and improve their 2Ers onal work style
Leadership:1dzy workshop to help.managersidentify and Eda,nt
their style of Ica...ship in order ID 6e:one more effective
13-15April Growing an International Business:
3 day workshop addressing the ma nageme nt of international
marketing and Jusiness development
18-19April Negotiation • FromConfrontation to Collaboration:
2 day workshop for manacers neg trite ling within their own •
organisation or with clients and suppliers.
20-21April Finance for Managers: 2 day workshop covering ihe
essentials of financial and management accounting for
middle and senior managers.
•
29April Making the Business Case: 1 day workshop ori-V)xritingand
presenting proposals for middle and senior managers.
Selling on the Upturn: 2 day COLIISE10 improve effectiveness
in generating leads and securing business.
Presenting at Conferences: 2 day course covering the skilis
necessary to eddress conferences or formal groups.
Managing Change:2 day workshop providing managers with
the concepts Endtechniques to manage change with and •
through people.
Select Retain, Develop Key Staff. 3 day workshop for
to managing performance. ) •
Leadership: 1day workshop bdhelp managers identify and
adapt their style of leadershiP in order to become more
effective.
•
Personal Effectiveness: 1 day workshop giving managers the
opportunity to rethink and improve their personal work style.
Communicating: 2 day workshop for managers to enhance
their range of communication skills and see hoW behaviours
may be interpreted by others. -t5b -
Managing Sales Information: 2 day workshop to h,Op '
managers define their requirements for sales inferrmation
system and to work towards successful implereentation.
Effective Teams:2 dzy workshop for managers wanting to
work effectively through formal and informal teams..
Visit to European Investment Bank, Luxembourg
COMPUMENTARYEVENTS
Companiesinieresed in the LCCI1254/55TradeMission andbhibition provorn
comaCaChrisdane - 0712031E20 fez s71t as0391


DEPARTMENT"4: -:CoNratz-L


0930-1730 )z,Executive
Itt-tgDevelopment
Judy Rogers 071203 1679 =1
0900-1233 Europe Z Peacock 071 203 1534 l=
0530-1630 11 7 Training Lorraine Geiger 071203 1660


0900-1230 Europe Z Peacock 071203 1E34


0900-1730 I-2 Executive Judy Rogers 071203 1879 =3


Lt.-Development



1800-2000 Events Ian Weatherhead 071203 1877 CI


Europe Bob Anthony 071203 1E28


0220-1700 Training Lorraine Geiger 071 203 165D


0500-1700 El Europe Z Peacock 071203 1534 =
0550-1630 ".1Training Lorraine Geiger 071 203 1E80 I=1
0930-1630 g Europe Z Peacock 071203 1E34


0530-1700 r-71,Training Lorraine Geiger 071203 16E0 =
0E00-1730 Extrive
Deecvelo'pent
Judy Rogers 071 203 1579


0700-1730 7 EKEculive Judy Rogers 071203 1879 =I


L-c---)Development



0900-1730 7-12.Executive Judy ROCers 071203 1E79 =I


'la:Development



0900-1730 72 Executive Judy Rogers 071203 1E79


:fr=1.-Development



0970-1730 7-7 Executive Judy Rogers 071 203 1979


1-C-rzDevelopment



0900-1730 1-2,-Executive Judy Rogers 071203 1E79 =1


Lf--- Development



0900-1730 77 Executive Judy Rogers 071 203 1879 CD


Development



0900-1730 Executive Judy Rogers 071 203 1879


)--•Development



0900-1730 Executive
l"--=T)Development
Judy Rogers 071203 1E79 =I
0900-1730 Executive Judy Rogers 071203 1879 0


Development



0900-1730 P-1 Executive JudyRogers 071203 1E79 ri


Development



0900-1733 r2 Executive Judy Rogers 071203 1879 l=


1---"Development



0900-1730 72 Executive Judy Rogers 071203 1879 0


L-car•Development •



0900-1730 72 Executive Judy Rogers 071203 1979


Development



0900-1730 Executive Judy Rogers 071203 1879 l=1


1-c-rzDevelopment



2 days El Europe Peter Bishop 071 203 1E35 0=
e should
10-11March
15March
15March
15March
16-17March
17March
17March
18March
21 March
21 March
22March
22)23March
24 March
20 March
9-10May
18-19May
26-27May
1-3June
6 June
8 June
9-10June
16-17June
23-24June
June
managers responsible for defining staff requirements through
A Natural
Environment
Research
Council
